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GROUP MUSIC IMPROVISATION BETWEEN JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES
Abstract
Individualism and collectivism are described in various domains, and those are
often referred to describe people’s cultural characteristics. Those characteristics are also
deeply related to how to perceive ‘self’ in a cultural context. As a presupposition,
America is often regarded as an individualistic society, and Japan is often regarded as a
collectivistic society. From a music therapy perspective, sound reflects our inner world.
Based on these concepts, this study was designed to investigate if there were any
culturally-related characteristics in the sound of group music improvisation in America
and Japan, and any connectedness regarding self-expression and interrelationship.
The purpose of this thesis was to understand the differences in constructions of
improvised music, between a group of Japanese people and a group of American people.
To explore this question, a qualitative multi-group comparative study of group
improvisation with percussion instruments, by an American group and a Japanese group,
were conducted in each country. Both groups consisted of five females, who were not
music therapy students and music therapists, in the age range between 20 to 40. Each
group improvisation was audio recorded and micro-analyzed by using Individual Profile
Assessment (IPA) and RepGrid, which is a computer-generated program. A combination
of these tools allowed researchers to explore in-depth data of each sound. Interviews of
each group’s participants about their experiences post sessions were used as supplemental
data.
Processed in-depth sound data was interpreted to explore underlying meanings of
group sound dynamics. In the process, musical elements were personified based on
characterized meta-components. Based on the personified elements, stories of each
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segment were created, overarching themes of each group across segments were
investigated. The American group’s musical improvisation suggested struggling with the
conformity, and authority, and establishing independence. In contrast, the Japanese
group’s musical improvisation suggested the honoring of structures and achieving
harmony and less emphasis on managing independence.
From the verbal data of interviews of the participants, each of the groups’ notions
about self-expression and interrelationships were extracted. Some of the American
group’s self-expression were associated with freedom and enjoyment without a leader
and rule. Some of the American group’s interrelationship were associated with
recognition of separated individuals and sound. In contrast, some of the Japanese group’s
self-expression were associated with presence of others besides self. Some of the
Japanese group’s interrelationships were associated with a relationship with a leader
presence.
Some associations between in-depth data and participants’ verbal data were found
within each group. The American group showed co-existing movements of creating and
resisting structures and maintaining separated self in the group. In contrast, the Japanese
group showed a creation of a leader and authority figure and a process of achieving
harmony within the structures. The participants’ experiences, which were found from the
verbal data, might be influenced by the dynamics which was revealed in the in-depth
data.
With concepts of Triandis’s (1995) vertical/horizontal and
individualism/collectivism, the results of in-depth data suggested a spectrum of concept
of self-characteristics in each group. The American group’s results were associated with
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vertical and horizontal individualisms and vertical collectivism, and the Japanese group’s
results were associated with vertical and horizontal collectivisms and horizontal
individualism.
Themes in this study were culture, self-expression, and interrelationship in
musical improvisations, of which each field was very complex. To study these themes,
knowledge of various domains and viewpoints is needed, as well as cultural sensitivity.
This study was just a beginning. Yet, I surely believe that the data of this study is
valuable and worthy for future studies.
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I.

Introduction

Music represents people’s inner world and transforms social reality in an
anthropological view (Ruud, 1986, 1998). Musical dynamics in group improvisation
embody a certain social reality as well as the psychodynamics of people in a music group
setting. In those groups containing participants of diverse cultural backgrounds, varied
musical and cultural elements are present within group music improvisation. These may
include universal contents as well as discreet cultural contents, contrasting perceptions of
self, culturally dependent relationship dynamics, the role of music itself in a given
culture, and other individual elements – ubiquitous through personal – varying from
participant to participants.
I was born and grew up in Japan and studied music therapy in the United States
for the past four years. While studying music therapy, I became aware of the cultural
differences between Japanese culture and American culture in the musical dynamic and
group interaction in both musical and non-musical settings. For example, in a typical
Japanese group, interpersonal relationships instead of individual needs are emphasized
among group members. There is a Japanese saying that refers to this as reading the air of
the atmosphere among a group. This means that one must have an appropriate attitude
with a sense and consideration of the situation, atmosphere, timing and people in the
space. A collective sensitivity is required in various situations where people are involved
with others, such as in a school and workplace. When I took a group improvisation class
in my first semester of the master’s music therapy program, I found myself playing,
thinking what sound would support and embellish the others’ sound in a group
improvisation. It was very natural and easy for me to play and think in that way. In
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contrast, I needed some effort to create and play new musical motives in the group as an
individual. Independent of my personality traits, it seemed to me that there were other
factors that naturally led me to this thought such as cultural differences of
interrelationships with others and self-expression in a group setting.
Music therapy, as a modern profession, began in Western countries after World
War II, and therefore, it is consequently based on Western music and ideas as well as the
principal that music therapy improvisation highly embraces Western views (Wakao,
2012). Culture has a significant role in the development of personality. Although there is
research about the microanalysis of music therapy improvisations, there is little research
that focuses on cultural aspects in group improvisations and analysis that uses the same
tool to compare different cultural groups.
This research does not aim at finding an approach that suits a particular culture.
Music therapy has a unique feature that can sit slightly aside of the society and has “the
possibility of shaking (aspects of) an existing society and could suggest new (or deeper)
values of music in relation to human-beings” (Ikuno, 2005a). Music therapy is
changeable in a different society, culture, and era, and music has a different role and
meaning in each culture (Bradt, 1997; Stige, 2002).
My research question was: will each of the inner cultural tendencies of
individualism in the United States and collectivism in Japan be reflected in the sound or
music of a group improvisation? The purpose of this thesis was to understand the
differences in constructions of improvised music, between a group of Japanese people and
a group of American people. To explore this, I conducted a qualitative multi-group
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comparative study and investigated musically significant phenomena, with in-depth
comparisons of data from improvisation groups in the United States and Japan.
The literature review below will provide a reference system of individualistic and
collectivistic societies and people’s diverse ways of thinking and behaviors related to
their society. The literature review section has consisted three sections: cultural makers of
collectivism and individualism, concept of self from the view of ego psychology and
perception of self, and examples of group and individual music improvisation in some
countries.
II.

Literature Review

Cultural Makers: Collectivism and Individualism
The word, culture, is used in various domains, such as sociology, biology, and art,
and can be said to represent a spectrum encompassing from just one person to an entire
numerous cohort. One of the definitions of culture from Cambridge Dictionaries Online
is that “the way of life of a particular people, esp. as shown in their ordinary behavior and
habits, their attitudes toward each other, and their moral and religious belief” (para. 1).
This study follows this definition of culture.
Two contrasting concepts used to classify the differences in individuals are
collectivism and individualism, which are again used in various domains and have broad
meanings. Triandis (1995) defines collectivism as “a social pattern consisting of closely
linked individuals who see themselves as parts of one or more collectives (family, coworkers, tribe, nation)” (p. 2). On the other hand, Triandis defines individualism as “a
social pattern that consists of loosely linked individuals who view themselves as
independent of collectives” (p. 2). It can be argued that the difference between
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individualism and collectivism is where emphasis is put, either on a group or an
individual in a social pattern.
This fundamental difference between collectivism and individualism in terms of
whether it emphasizes a group or an individual can be described from a religious and
anthropological aspects. For example, from a religious aspect, the eastern religions, such
as Hinduism, Buddhism Taoism, and Shintoism have the influence of Confucian
philosophy (Triandis, 1995). In these religions, they considered virtuous behaviors where
traditionally appropriate actions were important. In contrast, the Western emphasis is on
exploring the truth based on belief, theory, and faith (Triandis, 1995). From an
anthropological aspect, collectivism is strongly related to agriculture-based societies,
wherein individual self-seeking was not crucial in the community and even family but
conformity for survival sake (Barry, Bacon, & Child, 1957; Redfield, 1956). By contrast,
individualism is related to hunting and gathering societies, wherein self-reliance was the
most significant factor for survival (Barry, et al., 1957; Redfield, 1956). From a religious
and an anthropological aspect, collectivistic societies tended to focus on others and
appropriate actions, and individualistic societies tended to focus on self and own faith.
Based on the premise of the above, Brazil, Russia, Asian countries, including
Japan and India, African countries, and many Southern European countries are often
regarded as collectivistic countries in different degrees (Markus & Kitayama, 1991;
Triandis, 1995). The United States, England, France, and Germany are often regarded as
individualistic countries in different degrees (Triandis, 1995). It is noted that all
countries, including the ones listed above, have both collective and individualistic
elements in different degrees and different combinations (Triandis, 1995).
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Vertical/horizontal and individualism/collectivism. Triandis (1995) developed
four dimensions of distinctions, referring to the definitions of interdependent and
independent by Markus and Kitayama (1991). To the two classifications of self, he added
vertical and horizontal dimensions. Vertical refers to inequality, rank and different self.
In contrast, horizontal refers similar and same self. Combining these four dimensions, he
defined as follows; horizontal individualism (independent-same), horizontal collectivism
(interdependent-same), vertical individualism (independent-different), and vertical
collectivism (interdependent-different). Figure 1 is a chart based on Triandis’ concept of
four dimensions of self. The horizontal axis indicates different on the right side and same
on the left side. The vertical axis indicates independent on the top side and

Figure 1: A chart based on Triandis’ concept of vertical/horizontal and
individualism/collectivism (1995).
interdependent on the bottom side. Each of the example labels, achievement oriented for
vertical individual, cooperative for horizontal collectivism, dutiful for vertical
collectivism, and unique for horizontal individualism, are from a multiple choices format
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for Triands’ scenario. It is noted that each society has various aspects, and therefore,
these four distinctions are a spectrum. Additionally, variations occur in discreet situations
on personal levels. The significant point is that Triandis (1995) attempted to see a society
from multiple angles by adding another viewpoint - different-same - to the concept of
collectivism and individualism.
American populations consist of various cultural groups; however, prototypical
views are often regarded as European American culture oriented. Hofstede (1980)
mentioned that the United States was the most individualistic culture. Triandis (1995)
presented his view on it as follows; the United States consists of many immigrants in a
long history on a continuum, and that to move to the United States from their countries,
individualism is a requirement as is a rupture with their traditional in-group behaviors.
Japanese culture is often regarded as homogeneous although it includes various
small minorities within. Japan has repeatedly restricted diplomatic exchanges and
commercial trade with foreign countries in its long history. Japan was a country strictly
controlled by vertical collectivism. After World War II, the society shifted to horizontal
collectivism due to intervention by the American occupational forces (Triandis, 1995).
By having absorbed American cultural values, Japan’s current generation has moved
“both in the horizontal direction and toward individualism” (Triandis, 1995, p. 89), while
Japan’s older generations were relatively vertical collectivism oriented. Considering the
above, Japan has become a more complex society.
Self
Ego psychology. The process of self-construct is related to why people in a certain
culture have similar cultural patterns pertaining to thinking processes, behaviors, and
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perceptions. Sigmund Freud (1923) advocated a concept of the ego. The ego functions to
plan and decide to accept one’s reality principle, synthesizing impulse desires and
demands. (Coon & Mitterer, 2007; Cumming & Cumming, 1962). Heinz Hartmann
(1958) developed Freud’s concept of ego and integrated biological aspects into the
development of ego constructs. Hartman advocated the relevance of the environment and
the ongoing process of adaptation (Gertrude & Blanck, 1979). Eric Erikson (1959) also
stated that built-in ego and the significant role of the social-cultural environment for the
development of the ego. In Hartmann and Erikson’ theories, as well as the concept of
autonomous ego, environmental factors tremendously impact constructing ego. These
theories explain how the psyche is attuned to the culture constructed.
Perception of self. There are various definitions underscoring the contrasts
between the concepts of ego and self. Coon and Mitterer (2007) defined ego as “the
executive part of personality that directs rational behavior” (p. G-4), whereas self was
defined as “a continuously evolving conception of one’s personal identity” (p. G-12).
This may read as meaning that ego involves subjectivity, whereas self involves the
concept of “others.”
Markus and Kitayama (1991) defined two types of self: independent construal of
the self and interdependent construal of the self. This independent self is more likely
found in Western culture, and it sees self as one separated from others. This independent
self’s focal point is the inner self. The one attempts self-fulfillment by exploring one’s
own attributions, such as talent and ability, and expressing them to confirm the existence
of those attributions for one’s self. The following words can be used to describe the
independent self: “Individualist, egocentric, separate, autonomous, idiocentric, [and]
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self-contained” (Markus & Kitayama, 1991, p. 226). In contrast, the interdependent
construal of the self is more likely found in Eastern culture and sees self as fundamentally
connected to others and forming part of the group. The interdependent self’s focal point
is a relationship to others. The one attempts self-fulfillment by belonging in a social
relationship and persisting correlated interdependent relationships with others to confirm
a social existence of self. Therefore, one’s behaviors are determined by perceiving others’
feelings and how they fit in the context. (Kitayama, 1994). The following words can be
used to describe the interdependent self: “sociocentric, holistic, collective, allocentric,
ensemble, constitutive, contextualist, connected, [and] relational” (Markus & Kitayama,
1991, p. 226). This can be connected to the concept that people in an individualistic

Figure 2. Conceptual representation of the self. (A: Independent construal. B:
Interdependent construal). (Markus & Kitayama, 1991, p. 226)
society emphasize self and their own faith, and people in a collectivistic society
emphasize others and appropriate actions. Markus and Kitayama (1991) described a
relationship between self and others in each case, independent construal and
interdependent construal (See Figure 2). The Xs in Figure 2 represent “the various
aspects of the self or the others” (Markus & Kitayama, 1991, p.226).
Music Therapy
8
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Ruud (1986) stated that music represented our inner landscape, which was
constructed with emotions; and perception of emotion was influenced in a cultural matter.
From a music therapy perspective, music is used as media to reflect people’s inner world.
Yalom and Leszcz (2005) perceive group to be social microcosms, “a group is regarded
as a miniature social universe” (p. 277). This may be interpreted as meaning that when
people from the same cultural background makeup a group, the group represents a
“miniature cultural society of their country.” Nachmanovitch (1990) stated that it is
crucial to think about “What is stopping us?” (p. 10) from learning the musical
improvisation process. Obstacles that stop the flow of creativity might stem from
personal experiences, beliefs, and artistic intuition, but also might stem from cultural
beliefs, habits and behaviors. In summary, the function and role of music on personal and
group levels varies in different cultures. Hence, we may find musical and systematic
forms, which are contributed by cultural elements, in music improvisation. In other
words, tendencies of independent self in an individualistic society, such as emphasis on
self and self-exploration and tendencies of interdependent self in a collectivistic society,
such as emphasis on others and behaviors fitting in a context, might be seen in a musical
group improvisation of a different culture.
Examples of group and individual musical improvisation in some countries.
There some studies on group and individual musical improvisation in some countries,
which showed a degree of some musical uniqueness. Korea is often regarded as a
collectivistic society, as it emphasizes moral ethics and harmony rather than individual
needs (Kim, 2005). Kim (2005) described the sounds of a music improvisation group of
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immigrant female Koreans as harmonious, feeding off other people’s rhythmic and
melodic features and also following each other.
In an experiment on 19 nonmusical Japanese college students, Sugata and Ito
(2008) had the students partake in several improvisational experiences within an
individual music session. As a result, the subjects reported that they strictly thought that
they had to follow and match the sound of the researcher while playing even though there
was no indication that they had to follow the researcher’s playing. With continuing
experiences, there was a contrast with the satisfaction and motivation of interplay with
each other. At the beginning, the subjects experienced satisfaction when matching the
researcher's playing. After successfully matching, their perception gradually changed, and
they experienced less satisfaction of matching, but experienced more interests in the
spontaneity of playing independently.
Matare (2009) compared music improvisation groups between European
musicians and non-western musicians (Zimbabwean). The research results showed that
Europeans were concerned with individualistic expressions based on their own musical
styles to represent the self, whilst Zimbabweans were concerned with emotional states
through their spirituality (Matare, 2009). These findings describe that there are different
characteristics of relationships between people, music, and self while improvising music
in a group with different cultural background.
Music therapy in Japan. After World War II, there were several pioneers who
established music therapy organizations in Japan. In 1969, Juliet Alvin, and in 1984,
Clive Robbins and Carol Robbins visited Japan and had strong influences. In 1995, the
Japanese Federation of Music Therapy (JFMT) was established and started the
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certification of music therapists. Subsequently, the Japanese Music Therapy Association
(JMTA) was established in 2001 (Ikuno, 2005b.; Japanese Music Therapy Association,
2004). JMTA holds conferences, publishes academic journals, provides and renews
JMTA certification, although it is not a credential approved by the state but the
association which is not a state certification (Ikuno, 2005b). This rapid growth of music
therapy in Japan around and after the 90’s brought not only “richness” but also
“transitional conflict” (Ikuno, 2001) to Japan’s non-Western culture. It is noted that Japan
not only keeps only its own traditions, but rather has been influenced by various countries
in its long history.
Wa, harmony, is a traditional value and has a significant role for people’s wellbeing in a group session, and the value particularly supports an elderly group of music
therapy group session (Ikuno,2005a). Self-expression, as well as self-actualization, is
becoming a significant value to be explored in small groups of music therapy sessions
after a high rate of rapid economic growth, from the 1950s to 1970s in Japan (Ikuno,
2005a). As discussed above, Japan is becoming a more complex society with vertical
collectivism characteristics, though horizontal individualism can be seen particularly in
the younger generation. Ikuno (2005a) described that modern Japan is facing a transient
cultural phase. Today’s Japanese individualistic orientation is on a basis of a strong group
orientation, and there are various movements for self-actualization under the society of
group orientation (Ikuno, 2005a). This, again, describes both the characteristics of
vertical collectivistic and horizontal individualistic society in today’s Japan.
III. Statement of Purpose
There are different characteristics related to the history, anthropology, and
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philosophy of collectivism and individualism. Considering the characteristic of each
society, including tendencies of people’s personalities that were previously discussed, it
could be presupposed that the United States is often regarded as an individualistic
society, and Japan is often regarded as a collectivistic society. There is a relationship
between ego development and the influence of its environment. Within the social
concepts of individualism and collectivism, self-perception in a group may differ, and
people may share certain behaviors and thinking based on cultural concepts. There may
be tendencies of self-perception in a group: the independent-self, based on an
individualistic culture, may have focal points of self and an exploration of one’s own
attribution, and the interdependent-self, based on a collectivistic society, may have focal
points of others and appropriate actions fitting in a context. The literature review in the
previous section provided a reference system of individualistic and collectivistic societies
and individual’s different ways of thinking and behaving that may be related to them.
A group can represent a miniature society, and music represents a person’s inner
world. Therefore, the sound of a group improvisation by groups from different cultures
may reflect those different tendencies. With the presupposition that America is regarded
as an individualistic society, and Japan is regarded as a collectivistic society, my research
question was: will each of the inner cultural tendencies of individualism in the United
States and collectivism in Japan be reflected in the sound or music of a group
improvisation? The purpose of this thesis was to understand the differences in
constructions of improvised music, between a group of Japanese people and a group of
American people.
IV. Method
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Design
With working presupposition that America is regarded as individualistic society,
and Japan is regarded as collectivistic society, my research question was: will each of the
inner cultural tendencies of individualism in the United States and collectivism in Japan
be reflected in the sound and music of a group improvisation? Furthermore, I explored
the underlying meanings of each of the group improvisations to investigate an in-depth
understanding of the cultural influence in sound. My research proposal was to understand
the differences in constructions of improvised music, between a group of Japanese people
and a group of American people.
To investigate the research question, I conducted a qualitative multi-group
comparative study with two groups, one American group in the United States and one
Japanese group in Japan. Free musical improvisations and interviews of the groups were
audio recorded. Then, the audio recordings were processed through musical micro
analysis with Group Improvisation Assessment Profiles (IAP) and Repertory Grid
techniques (RepGrid).
Group IAP yields five-point scale rates from each musical profile. The rates were
processed by the RepGrid algorithm to generate differences and similarities and the
constructs of sound components from a group improvisation. In this research, I focused
on the interpretation of sound phenomena in two improvisation groups and explored the
underlying meaningful expressions that each group improvisation showed in a diagram.
A combination of Group IAP and RepGrid yielded numerical data. Those data anchored
the phenomena and helped the interpretation. Although I used numerical data as a part of
process, it was neither an experiment or a pure quantitative study. My interest was if
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there were any connections or similarities between the outcomes of this study and
information from the literature review.
Regarding notions of self-expression and interrelationship, verbal feedback from
an interview with the participants’ post-musical session was used as the secondary
supplement after the completion of the interpretation process with RepGrid. Notions of
self-expression and interrelationship may differ in personal and cultural contexts.
Therefore, I had post-session interview to find definitions about self-expression and
interrelationship for each of the group in this study. The participants were asked about
their experiences of self-expression and interrelationship post-session. Their answers
which were related to self-focus and other-focus were also extracted from the interviews
of each group. This verbal data was used to explore associations with in-depth data by
RepGrid.
Improvisation Assessment Profiles (IAP) and RepGrid. Kenneth Bruscia
(1987) developed an Improvisation Assessment Profiles (IAPs), which can analyze
musical relationships based on musical improvisation. The assessment consists of six
musical profiles, and each of the profiles has five levels from two sides of extreme
characteristics. George A. Kelly (1955) developed RepGrid. It is a computer-generated
program for eliciting constructs and identifying similarities and differences of elements
and dimensions in a given phenomenon (Abrams, 2007). RepGrid is based on Personal
Construct Psychology, which is based on the idea that people perceive a given experience
based on their construct. The personal construct is composed of a dichotomous pole of
their past experience (Abrams & Meadows, 2005; Kelly, 1955).
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In general, musical improvisation focuses on sound combinations, musically
‘good’ sounds, and creating a shared structure. On the other hand, music therapy
improvisation focuses on interpersonal communication, and clinical improvisation
focuses on meeting clients’ needs (Pavlicevic, 2000; Wigram, 2004). This research
aimed to understand the differences in constructions of improvised music in two different
cultures. Hence, groups in this research were defined as non-clinical music improvisation
groups.
Participants. Snowball sampling was used to recruit participants by email and inperson. For an American group, besides snowball sampling, the Montclair State
University mailing list (campus@lists.montclair.edu) was used. Inclusion criteria for both
the American and Japanese groups sought females who were not majoring in music
therapy or music therapists between the ages of 20 and 40 years old. In addition, all
participants in the Japanese group grew up in Japan, and all participants in the American
group grew up in America. Age, gender, and cultural background criteria were utilized to
avoid having different impacts on the group dynamics.
Each of the groups, a Japanese group and an American group, consisted of five
participants. The American participants’ average age was 25.4 years. The Japanese
participants’ average age was 32.4 years. Musical experiences of participants were as
follows. In the American group, four participants played the piano ranging between three
and 16 years; four participants sang ranging between five and 16 years; and one
participant played the trumpet for two years. There were two participants who were
majoring in music education. Of the participants in the Japanese group, four participants
had experience playing the piano ranging between six and 12 years, and one participant
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had experience playing the trombone for three years. Additionally, there were two pairs
of sisters in the Japanese group which is important to note for the group dynamics
overall. As a researcher of this study, I completed ethical Citi training to conduct this
study.
Ethical precautions. All the participants were asked to complete and sign an
informed consent that explained the purpose of the study and allowed for the recording
the music group improvisation. The participants’ confidentiality and privacy were
protected by using pseudo names in this paper. For Japanese participants, the informed
consent was translated into Japanese.
Material and equipment. Both groups used the same types of percussion
instruments: a middle-sized drum, a maraca, a gourd shaker, a tambourine, and a
metallophone with one mallet. Each of the group improvisations was recorded using a
smartphone. RepGrid is a computer software, which is a part of Rep Plus, that was used
this study.
Procedure
Data collection. The data of the music sessions and interviews were audio
recorded for both groups using a smartphone. Post-session, an interview about the
participants’ experiences was conducted and used as a secondary supplement to the data.
Flow of the session. All the group session procedures were the same in both
groups. Consent forms were sent to all participants in advance. Before the session, I reinformed the participants of the purpose and the flow of the session. Then, I also
informed them that I would participate in a warm-up session to provide opportunity to
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learn how to play each instrument but would not participate in the main session in order
to collect audio data of the group improvisation without a professional facilitator.
All participants sat in a circle, and the instruments were placed in the center of the
participants. I informed the group participants to pick up any instruments they preferred
and freely make sound with other group participants without restrictions. During the
explanation, I told the participants, “Make sound as you like in the group” instead of
using the word ‘improvisation’ in order to avoid having different cultural and personal
definitions of the word. This was also to avoid participants feeling pressured to play
‘music.’
Both groups had a warm-up session before the recording, so that they would
become familiar with using the instruments and being in the group and space. In a warmup session, I started beating another drum in half notes at a moderate tempo, to provide a
rhythmic ground to musically support the group. The duration of the warm-up session
was approximately three minutes for both groups.
Before the one-time main session began, I informed the participants that I would
leave the room and stay the outside of the room to have the group make sound by
themselves without any professional facilitator. Since each of the main sessions were
planned a time frame for five to seven minutes, I sporadically watched the group
improvisation over the window of the door. The American group ended their musical
improvisation naturally at 5’32 (332 seconds). The Japanese group played over seven
minutes, and I provided a stop gesture sign with hands in the window of the room door
since I set up a time frame of the main session, which was for five to seven minutes to
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collect a certain period of audio data. The Japanese group ended their improvisation at
7’08 (428 seconds).
Post-session, I interviewed the groups about their musical experience while the
participants were together. The interview was also audio recorded using a smartphone.
The data were moved to my computer and securely stored during the analysis phase. The
data were not duplicated. When this study was completed, all the recorded data were
deleted from my computer.
Data analysis: Music analysis via Group IAP and RepGrid. The analysis
process consisted of five steps (Abrams, 2007): identifying improvisation segments,
selecting musical elements and preparing IAPs, positioning musical elements along
profiles, processing the data, and interpreting the processed data.
Identifying improvisation segments. To divide each of the entire recordings into
segments on a basis of musically salient changes, such as rhythm, dynamics, texture, and
others, a computer software, WavebPad Sound Editor
(http://www.nch.com.au/wavepad/index.html) was used. This software also shows sound
graphs that were used as a supplement to investigate parts to divide into segments (see
Appendix A). A recording of the American group was divided into six segments, and a
recording of the Japanese group was divided into seven segments.
Selecting musical elements and preparing IAPs. Six contrasts and at least six
elements are required in RepGrid. For coherence to compare two group recordings, the
same six contrasts and six elements were applied to all thirteen segments. For the six
contrasts, Bruscia’s (1987) IAP six profiles were applied: salience, integration,
variability, tension, congruence, and autonomy. Regarding the six elements, rhythmic
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grounds, rhythmic figures, melody, textural, volume, and phrasing were selected. The
rationale of the selections of the six elements was as follows. Two elements related to
rhythm and one melodic element were selected because middle-sized drum, maraca,
gourd shaker, and tambourine were unpitched percussion instruments, and a
metallophone was the only pitched instrument. In addition, referring to Bruscia’s (1987)
concepts of musical elements, phrasing defines horizontal audio space and texture defines
vertical audio space. To cover the sound both vertically and horizontally, phrasing and
texture elements were selected. Lastly, Bruscia (1987) defined volume as sound mass.
Therefore, volume was also selected to cover the mass of the sound in this study.
Positioning musical elements along profiles. Based on IAP criteria that represent
the different points of the continuum for each profile, I rated each construct in each of the
segments for both groups into a five-point scale. To keep records of theoretical
reasonings of each rating, each comment for all profiles, which were 468 comments in
total, was written in an IAP comment chart (see Appendix B). The rating was conducted
twice. In the first rating, I worked with my thesis advisor, Dr. Brian Abrams, and we
rated the first segment of the American group together in order to clarify the IAP rating
orientations. Then, I rated the rest of the segments in each group on my own with the
rating orientation. After a completion of the first ratings, a second rating was conducted
on a different day to re-evaluate and revised the previous rating if necessary.
Processing the data. Each rating was placed in a repertory grid at Web Grid
(http://webgrid.uvic.ca/) to generate a grid matrix of Display, Focus Cluster, and PrinGrid
for each segment. Display shows all ratings of each element in each profile in a square
grid. Each profile is placed in row, and each element is placed in column. The Focus
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cluster shows numeral relationships of each element and profile. Orders of profiles and
elements were re-arranged based on how similar and different they were. These
interrelationship patterns are indicated with percentage and tree shaped graphics next to
the grid. Although the Focus Cluster shows relationships of the profiles and elements, it
is still only surface patterns of numeral arrangement. The PrinGrid shows
interrelationships of all constructs and elements in a given segment at the same time. The
PrinGrid comes up with the hierarchy of which are similar and different, and they are in
the whole pattern. It also discerns each combination of scenarios of each construct and
elements and what can explain the most variance. The PrinGrid was mainly used for the
next step in order to explore in-depth data. A table of terms PrinGrid is in Appendix C.
Interpreting the processed data. The data from the process above were purely
numerical; therefore, it was necessary to interpret the constructions to investigate intrinsic
meanings. The first step was to identify the first and the second components. The second
step was to conceptualize characteristics of each segment based on the components
showed on the PrinGrid. The third step was to personify musical elements based on the
characterized components in each segment. The fourth step was to investigate stories and
big pictures of constructions across all segments, respectively, the American group and
the Japanese group.
As the first step to identify the first and the second component, I began exploring
meta-components that were derived from the visual properties on the PrinGrid that show
all constructs. On the PrinGrid diagram, principle components and the secondary
components are graphically shown in two dimensions. For example, in Figure 3, a
horizontal line that runs from left to right is the principal component, which expresses the
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most characteristic information about the component. A vertical line that runs from the
top to the bottom is the second component that expresses the next set of characteristics of
the component. In this study, anything after the third component were cut off because it
regressed and would not have an influence on the overall diagram and make any
difference. Therefore, only the principal and the secondary components were the focus.
For instance, in Figure 3, next to “Percentage variance in each component” at the bottom
of the chart showed “1. 69.1% 2. 16.2% 3. 11.7% 4. 2.8%.” The number 1 means the
percentage of the first component, and the number 2 means the percentage of the second
component, and so on. I focused on only the first component, which was 69.1%, and the
second component, which was 16.2% in Figure 3. This means the total percentage of the
first component and the second component was 85.3%, and this was the percentage
which covers the entire variance of Figure 3.
The second step was to conceptualize characteristics of each segment based on the
construct lines showed on the PrinGrid. Construct lines located close to each other were
grouped. Each of the grouped construct lines were organized in a hierarchical order. If a
construct line was located closest to the horizontal line of the primary component among
other construct lines in the group, the construct was most heavily loaded in the primary
component. That is, the construct was the most significant and influential in the cluster.
When a construct line is not equal and so short on that one side, it means that the end of
the continuum has lost its significance. In this way, grouped meta-components were
organized and conceptualized into one single idea, which almost described a personality
of the group. For example, on the upper right on figure 3, “Register” was more significant
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than “Overdifferentiated.” These ideas of solo movement/register and non-integration
suggested to me adjective word of human personality, “maverick.”
The third step was to personify musical elements based on the characterized
components. After meta-components were grouped in each segment, musical elements
were personified depending on how close to the characterized meta-components it was.
For example, when a musical element of melody was located close to a “maverick”
characteristic, which consisted of meta-components of “Resister” and
“Overdifferentiated” (see Figure 3), the melody was considered having a maverick
characteristic in the segment.
The fourth step was to investigate stories and big pictures of constructions across
all segments, respectively, the American group and the Japanese group. After
personifying all musical elements in the segment, I established stories of the segment
based on roles of the personified musical elements. Then, after stories in each segment of
the group were created, an overarching story of the music improvisation was explored
across segments. Lastly, both American and Japanese group improvisations were
compared based on each of their stories.
V. Results
American Group
AG Segment 1. The principal component is 69.1%. The second component is
16.2%. Two of the components cover 85.3% of the total variance in AG segment 1. The
congruence profile (uncommitted-polarized) ran closely together to the principal
component, at most. The salience profile (receding-overpowering) is next closest to the
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principal component, followed by the variability (rigid-random) profile, which is the third
closest. The tension profile (hypotense-hypertense) is the fourth closest.
AG Segment 1 constructs. On the bottom right on the diagram in Figure 3
[Polarized> Random and Hypertense>Overpowering], a combination of these terms (non-

Conformist

Maverick

Intensely
nonconformist

Regimented
Figure 3. Results of PrinGrid, AG Segment 1.
congruent, variable and high tension, and powerful) suggested to me wildness, and
rebellion: “intensely nonconformist.” On the upper left on figure 3
[Uncommitted>Receding>Rigid and Hypotense], a combination of these four terms
(congruent, receding, no changing and low tensional) was almost an acronym of nonconformist: “conformist.” The integration profile (undiffereintiated-overdifferentiated)
and the autonomy profile (dependent-resister) ran in the same direction. On the bottom
left on figure 3 [Undifferentiated>Dependent], a combination of these two terms
(integrative and reliable) suggested a vertically fitted society: “regimented.” On the upper
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right on figure 3 [Register>overdifferentiated], register was heavily significant. A
combination of solo movement/register and non-integration led “maverick.”
AG Segment 1 elements. Melody was associated most closely to “maverick”
quality. Rhythmic figures/patterns were almost between “maverick” and “intensely nonconformist.” Rhythmic ground was associated with “intensely non-conformist.” These
rhythm, “intensely non-conformist”, melody, and “maverick”, suggesting that the
rhythmic elements and the melody did not work together. Textural is associated with a
hierarchal structure and vertical relationship, while phrasing is associated with a
horizontal combination of rhythm and melody. Phrasing and texture are close to
“conformist,” which implied both the vertical and horizontal musical structures were
conforming according to movements of other musical elements. Volume is about sound
mass and the amount of energy directed toward an object (Bruscia, 1987). The volume is
between “conformist” and “regimented” in this segment. This suggested that although the
energy flow of the volume was also conforming according to moment- to-moment
musically, it was also controlled in the created space.
AG Segment 2. The principal component is 56.2%. The second component is
25.3%. Two of the components cover 81.5% of the total variance in AG segment 2. The
principal component carries a little less significance than the one in AG segment 1, and
the second component carries a little more than AG Segment 1. There was no line that
ran along the principal component line, as in the AG segment 1 PrinGrid. AG Segment 1
and 2 were distributed similarly. There was little shift and only slight differences. The
salience profile (receding-overpowering) was located closely to the integration profile
(undifferentiated-overdifferentiated) and the congruence profile (uncommitted-polarized).
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AG Segment 2 constructs. On the upper left diagram in Figure 4 [Receding and
Undifferentiated>Uncommitted], a combination of these terms (receding, integrative, and
congruent) suggested of sameness and Vanishing uniqueness: “impersonal.” On the
bottom right on Figure 4 [Overpowering>Overdifferntiated and Polarized], a combination
of these three terms (non-integrative and non-congruent) showed going one’s way
without being fitting in society: “outlaw.” The autonomy profile (dependent-resister) flew

Impersonal

Conservative

Subversive

Outlaw

Figure 4. Results of PrinGrid, AG Segment 2.
in the same directions as the tension profile (hypotense-hypertense) and the variability
profile (rigid- polarized). On the bottom left on Figure 4 [Dependent>Hypotense and
Rigid], a combination of strong characteristics of dependency less significance of low
tension, and no change suggested images of high reliance and remaining in the preexisting structure: “conservative.” On the upper right on Figure 4 [Resister>Hypertense
>Random], a combination of resistive, highly intensive, and changing suggested random
power of breaking of structures: “subversive.”
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AG Segment 2 elements. Rhythmic figures/patterns and rhythmic ground are
associated with a management of time. Those were closely located to the “outlaw” side
that implied resisting laws about time management in this segment. The melody fell in
the category of “subversive” quality, which implies the melody was used to subvert a
structure of the music. The textural and phrasing fell in the category of “conservative”
suggesting that both the horizontal and vertical structure of music was cautious about
change. The volume was close to “impersonal” that suggested that the sound energy did
not show any personal feelings.
AG Segment 3. The principal component is 60.1%. The second component is
23.1%. Two of the components cover 83.2% of the total variance in AG segment 3.
Compared to Segment 1 and 2, profiles were spread out in AG Segment 3. The salience
profile (receding- overpowering) and the incongruence profile (uncommitted-polarized)
ran closely to each other. The autonomy profile (dependent-resister) and the variability
profile (rigid-random) were closely located.
AG Segment 3 constructs. On the bottom right on the diagram in Figure 5
[Overpowering>Polarized>Resister>Rigid], this combination of four terms (powerful,
non- congruent, resistive, unchanging) suggested an image of a strong rejection image:
“unacceptable.” On the upper left on Figure 5 [Receding>Random>Uncommitted and
Dependent], this combination of terms (receding, variable, congruent, and dependent)
suggested an image of something that was hard to capture based on ideas of fading,
changing, and non-uniqueness: “elusive.” The tension profile (hypotense-hypertense) and
the integration profile (undifferentiated-overdifferentiated) were slightly apart, but those
ran in a similar direction. On the upper right on Figure 5
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Intensely assertive
Elusive

Submissive

Unacceptable

Figure 5. Results of PrinGrid, AG Segment 3.
[Overdifferentiated>Hypertense], these two combinations of terms (non-integrative and
high tensional) showed intense and non-harmonious statement: “intensely assertive.” On
the bottom left on Figure 5 [Undifferentiated>Hypotense], a combination of these two
terms (integrative and low tensional) was almost antonymous to intensely assertive:
“submissive.”
AG Segment 3 elements. Rhythmic ground and textural are close to
“unacceptable” quality. Rhythmic ground is associated to continuation of equilibrium
state (Bruscia, 1987). These suggested that the rhythmic ground did not hold equilibrium
state of the music in this segment. Textural is associated to a part-whole relationship
(Bruscia, 1987). A part-whole relationship concept was not accepted in a structure of
music. Rhythmic figures/patterns are associated with disturbance of equilibrium state
(Bruscia, 1987). Rhythmic figures/patterns are “intensely assertive” quality. This implied
that the rhythmic figures/patterns were intensely assertive, disturbing the equilibrium
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state in a structure of the music. Volume is close to “submissive” quality. This implied
that the volume was submissive to other factors in the music. Melody and phrasing fell
in a category of “elusive” quality. This suggested that a horizontal relationship between
the melody and the rhythm was difficult to grasp.
AG Segment 4. The principal component is 58.6%. The second component is
26.3%. Two of the components cover 84.9% of the total variance in AG segment 4. A
contrast distribution became similar to the AG segments 1 and 2. The salience (recedingoverpowering) ran almost on the principal component. The congruence profile
(uncommitted-polarized) and the autonomy (dependent-resister) were in the same current.
AG Segment 4 constructs. On the upper right on the diagram in Figure 6
[Receding>Polarized>Resister], a combination of these three terms (receding, no
congruent, and independent) suggested a secret society; “anchoritic.” On the bottom left
on Figure 6 [Overpowering>Dependent>Uncommitted], a combination of these three
terms (very powerful, dependent/determined by, and congruent/vertical relationship)
suggested an image of having a reign and people who were determined by certain
regulations in a hierarchal relationship: “monarchical.” The tension profile (hypotensehypertense), the integration profile (undifferentiated-overdifferentiated), and the
variability profile (rigid-random) ran closely together. On the bottom right on Figure 6
[Hypotense>Undifferentiated>Rigid], the combination of low tension, high integration,
and no change, suggested a sense of keeping an existed structure: “conventionalist.” On
the upper left on Figure 6 [Hypertense>Overdifferentiated>Random], this combination of
high tension, no integration, and variability suggested almost an antonym to
conventionalist, “dissidents.”
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Anchoritic
Dissident

Conventionalist
Monarchical

Figure 6. Results of PrinGrid, AG Segment 4.
AG Segment 4 elements. Melody and phrasing were close to “monarchical”
quality. This suggested that a horizontal relationship of the melody and the rhythm had a
reign and the governed relationship. Rhythmic figures/patterns were “dissident” quality.
This quality shared intrinsic characteristics of rhythmic figures/patterns: disturbing
equilibrium state. Textural was between “anchoritic” and “dissident.” This implied that a
certain role of character was being apart from others but existed secretly. Since the
rhythmic figures/patterns also had a quality of “dissident,” this led an idea that a
“defiant” quality of the rhythmic figures/patterns was secretly existed as a part of the
hierarchical structure. Volume is between “anchoritic” and “conventionalist.” This
suggested that the energy toward an aim was secretly withdrawn and stayed in the same.
Rhythmic ground was between “conventionalist” and “monarchical.” This suggested that
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the grounded rhythm valued conventional rhythmic styles and had a monarchial
relationship with the melody.
AG Segment 5. The principal component is 38.7%. The second component is
27.0%. Two of the components cover 65.7% of the total variance in AG segment 5. The
salience (overpowering-receding) ran closely most to the principal component. The
tension profile (hypotense- hypertense) were slightly apart but flew similarly.
AG Segment 5 constructs. On the bottom right on the diagram in Figure 7
[Overpowering>Hypertense], a combination of these two terms (awfully powerful and
high strained) suggested an image of “intimidating.” On the upper left on Figure 7
[Receding>Hypotense], a combination of these two terms (receding and low tensional)
suggested being apart and almost hiding from the front; “withdrawn.” The congruence

Withdrawn

Compliant

Disobedient

Intimidating

Figure 7. Results of PrinGrid, AG Segment 5.
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profile (uncommitted-polarized) went in the same direction with the autonomy profile
(dependent-resister), the availability profile (rigid-random), and the integration profile
(undifferentiated-overdifferentiated). On the upper right on Figure 7
[Polarized>Undifferentiated>Register>rigid], a combination of these four Terms (noncongruent, non-integrative, resistive, and a pint of non-changing) showed no intent to
match with others; “disobedient.” On the bottom left on Figure 7
[Uncommitted>Dependent>Random>Overdifferentiated], a combination of these four
terms (well-congruent, dependent, and a pinch sense of changing and non-integrative)
implied an idea of taking a given opinion and situation and aligning oneself with it:
“compliant.”
AG Segment 5 elements. Rhythmic figures/patterns and volume are close to
“disobedient” quality. This suggested that the rhythm figures/patterns and the sound
energy refused to obey a structure of the music in this segment. Textural was close to
“intimidating” quality. This suggested that a hierarchical structure contained intimidating
quality. Melody and phrasing were “compliant” quality. This suggested that a
combination of melody and rhythm elements shapes were agreeable to each other.
Rhythmic ground was around “withdrawn.” This suggested that the basic pulse did not
‘want to’ communicate with others.
AG Segment 6. The principal component is 71.0%. The second component is
13.6%. Two of the components cover 84.6% of the total variance in AG segment 6. The
salience profile (receding-overpowering), the tension profile (hypotense-hypertense), and
the integration profile (undifferentiated-overdifferentiated) flew in the same direction.
AG 6 Segment constructs. On the upper right on the diagram in Figure 8
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Authoritarian
Indecisive

Self-supporting
Ambivalent

Figure 8. PrinGrid 8, AG Segment 6.
[Overpowering>Hypertense>Undifferentiated], a combination of these three terms
(powerful, high strained, integrative) suggested an overbearing central power:
“authoritarian.” On the bottom left on Figure 8
[Receding>Overdifferentiated>Hypotense], a combination of these three terms (receding,
non-integrative, low tensional) showed no strong will and not quite fitting with others:
“ambivalent.” The autonomy profile (dependent-resister) and the variability profile
(rigid-random) ran almost together, and the congruence profile (uncommitted-polarized)
ran close to them. On the bottom right on Figure 8 [Resister>Uncommitted>Random], a
combination of these three terms (solidly independent, congruent, and changing)
suggested being able to sustain life and having a sense of social harmony: “selfsupporting.” On the upper left on Figure 8 [Polarized>Dependent>Rigid], a combination
of these three terms (non-congruent, dependent, and a little feeling of no changing)
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showed a sense of contradiction between non-agreeable and being depended on by others:
“indecisive.”
AG Segment 6 elements. Melody was located around “authoritarian.” This
suggested that the melody strictly exercised authority over a structure of the music.
Rhythmic ground and rhythmic figures/patterns were close to “self-supporting” quality.
This suggested that rhythmic ground, which was holding environment, and rhythmic
figures/patterns, which acted impulsively, acted separately without any support from
others. Phrasing was close to “ambivalent” quality. This suggested that melody and
rhythm relationships had mixed or contradictory feelings to each other. That is, the
melody which was qualified to “authoritarian”, and the rhythm, which was qualified to
“self-supporting”, has contradicted feelings to each other. Volume and textural were
located around “indecisive.” This suggested indecisiveness of creating a part-whole
relationship and uncertainty of where the energy directs.
Overall Character of the Improvisation Process for the American Group
AG Segment 1: Battling against conformity (35 seconds). The melody, the
rhythmic figures, and the rhythmic ground were expressed in maverick and nonconforming manners. This suggested that there were types of solitary and loner actions in
the musical movements. The structures were conforming according to musical
movements. The sound energy flow was also conforming and was controlled in
accordance with the structural forms. Overall, experiencing conformity by following
energy, melody, and the rhythmic elements created a sense of battling against conformity.
Two feelings were presented at once: struggling but they also needed to conform. The
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conformity was the larger condition against which the American group was dealing with
as Americans.
AG Segment 2: Subversion in conservative structures (30 seconds). The
rhythmic elements were resisting a law about dealing with time, and the melody was
subverting a structure of the music. The horizontal and vertical structures were still
conservative and cautious in the changes. The sound energy did not show any features
and was just sitting in the space. Overall, the battle was still happening from AG Segment
1. The way the rhythmic elements were trying to break out of it was by resisting time.
This rhythmic and melodic subversive movements were trying to destabilize and to break
free from the strong sense of being conservative. It seemed the American were saying
that they were individually different but at the same time they all did something the same
way. That suggested that the American group was struggling in the conservative context.
AG Segment 3: No equilibrium and falling apart (1 minute). The rhythmic
ground did not support an equilibrium state within the music structure. The rhythmic
figures/patterns expressed an intensely assertive and disturbed equilibrium state in the
structure of the music. The melody and the rhythms had almost no interaction, and there
was no part-whole relationship. The sound energy was submissive in the structure.
Overall, they destabilized, and there was no equilibrium. Everything fell apart due to loss
of equilibrium, and there was no sense of hierarchy. It did not define what was important
and what was not. The sound energy did not assert itself because everything was out of
control. Fighting against the conformity resulted in chaos and falling apart.
AG Segment 4: Monarchical relationship and dissident (1 minute, 25
seconds). Since the rhythmic figures/patterns had a “dissident” quality, this deducts the
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rhythm, which had a monarchial relationship with the melody that was the rhythmic
ground. The melody and the rhythmic ground created a monarchical system; one reigned
over the other. The rhythmic figures/patterns secretly presented as defiant. These
presented two parties: one that created a monarchial party, and the other that created a
secretly defiant party. The sound energy was withdrawn and stayed the same. Overall, out
of the chaos, there was an emergence of a new governing body. They could not stay in
the anarchy in AG Segment 4 and needed to find out something or someone would need
to be in charge. At the same time, there was the same force that continued to push against
creating the new form.
AG Segment 5: Disobedience and withdrawal in intimidating structure (15
seconds). Under an intimidating vertical structure, rhythmic figures/patterns and the
sound energy flow were disobedient to the structure. The melody was compliant to the
rhythmic elements; the melody shared some characteristics of disobedience and
withdrawal. The rhythmic ground did not actively communicate to others. Overall, some
elements were disobedient and/or withdrawn against the intimidating vertical structure.
This segment brought up cultural views in the family relationship in America. It was
almost like a family, which represents the structure and the elements relationships; the
family tells the children what you need to do and what they want the children to do, but
the family also expects the children to be independent.
AG Segment 6: Authority existence and supporting separated self (2 minutes,
50 seconds). The melody was authoritative in the music structure. The rhythmic ground
and the rhythmic figures/patterns separately acted to maintain their own space without
any support from others in the structure. There were contrasting dynamics between the
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melody and the rhythmic elements. The vertical structure and the sound energy flow was
uncertain. Overall, in the end, how to deal with this authority was unresolved. The
authority had been created, and there was disobedience in AG Segment 5. Those were
separated, and the former “disobedient feelings” were maintaining separated space by not
taking intra musical support from the authority.
Overarching Theme of AG Segments
The overarching theme here seemed to be struggling with conformity and
authority, and how to establish independence. The American group was experiencing
subversions of structures, and the result was a musical mess where all musical elements
got disengaged. Although a new form and authority emerged, the musical elements were
maintaining separated sense of selves. It was almost allowing for having both movements
of creating the structure and movements of actively resisting the structure.
Japanese Group
JG Segment 1. The principal component is 56.1%. The second component is
21.1%. Two of the components cover 77.2% of the total variance in JG segment 1. The
salience profile (receding-overpowering) ran almost on the principal component. The
variability profile (rigid-random) and the congruence profile (uncommitted-polarized) ran
close to each other.
JG Segment 1 constructs. On the bottom right on the diagram in Figure 9
[Overpowering>Uncommitted and Rigid]. A combination of these three terms (extremely
powerful, congruent, and no changing) suggested space absolutely controlled by power:
“autocratic.” On the upper left on Figure 9 [Receding>Polarized>Random], a
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combination of these three terms (almost no powerful, non-congruent, high variable)
showed that tiny things were scattered in the space without any relationship:

Incompatible

Incoherent

Autocratic
Symbiotic

Figure 9. Results of PrinGrid, JG Segment 1.
“incoherent.” The tension profile (hypotense-hypertense), the integration profile
(undifferentiated-overdifferentiated), and the autonomy profile (dependent-resister) ran in
the same direction. On the bottom left on Figure 9
[Hypotense>Dependent>Undifferentiated], a combination of three terms (no tensional,
reliant relationship, integrative) suggested an image of people being together in the space:
“symbiotic.” On the upper right on Figure 9 [Overdifferentiated>Hypertense>Resister], a
combination of these three terms (non-integrative, high tensional, resistive) suggested
bouncing dynamics like magnets: “incompatible.”
JG Segment 1 elements. Rhythmic ground is around “autocratic.” This suggested
that basic pulses governed the music with absolute power. Thereby, the holding
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environment was created in autocratic force. Volume is around “symbiotic.” This
suggested that the sound mass was stayed together with others without any active actions.
Melody and phrasing were close to “incoherent” quality. This suggested that a
combination of melody and rhythm elements were incomprehensive, and each of them
expressed themselves differently. Rhythmic figures/patterns and textural are around
“incompatible.” Rhythmic figures/patterns represent drives gravitating towards to and/or
away from objects (Bruscia, 1987.). Therefore, rhythmic figures/patterns described an
incompatible sense from being coincided with the rhythmic ground and the melody.
JG Segment 2. The principal component has 56.1%. The second component is
21.1%. Two of the components cover 77.2% of the total variance in JG segment 1. The
salience profile (receding-overpowering) ran almost on the principal component. The
variability profile (rigid-random) and the congruence profile (uncommitted-polarized) ran
close to each other.
JG Segment 2 constructs. On the bottom right on the diagram in Figure 10
[Polarized>Resister and Random>Overdifferentiated], a combination of these four terms
(non-congruent, resistive, high variable, and non-integrative) suggested independent
people competing against other parties: “antagonistic.” On the upper left on Figure 10
[Rigid>Dependent>Uncommitted>Undifferentiated], a combination of these four terms
(no changing, reliable/dependent, congruent, integrative) showed a characteristic of
people working, followed a given discipline: “fidelity.” The salience profile (recedingoverpowering) and the tension profile (hypotense-hypertense) flew in the same direction.
On the upper right on Figure 10 [Overpowering> Hypertense], a combination of these
two terms (powerful and high tensional) were the same combination as “intimidating” in
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Fidelity
Oppressive

Antagonist
ic

Lethargic

Figure 10. Results of PrinGrid, JG Segment 2.
AG segment 5. Comparing with one in AG segment 5, hypertense was almost as
significant as overpowering. Therefore, a word that the contained the characteristics of
tension and pressure was used for this group: “oppressive.” On the bottom left on Figure
10 [Receding>Hypotense], a combination of these two terms (receding and low tensional)
suggested less active: “lethargic.”
JG Segment 2 elements. Rhythmic figures/patterns and melody were around
“antagonistic.” This suggested that the melody and the rhythmic patterns/figures were
antagonistic to a structure of the music. Phrasing was around “lethargic.” This suggested
that the rhythm and the melody had a loosened relationship and were less related to each
other. Texture and volume were located around “fidelity.” This suggested that there were
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faithful relationships in a vertical structure, and sound energy directed towards an object
described a continuation of loyalty. Rhythmic ground is around “oppressive.”
Symbolically, rhythmic ground provides a holding environment (Bruscia, 1978.). That is,
rhythmic ground provided an oppressive environment in this segment.
JG Segment 3. The principal component is 56.5%. The second component is
30.5%. Two of the components cover 87.0% of the total variance in JG segment 3. The
salience profile (receding-overpowering), the autonomy profile (dependentoverpowering), and the congruence profile (uncommitted-polarized) ran in the same
direction.
JG Segment 3 constructs. On the upper right on the diagram in Figure 11
[Overpowering>Resister>Uncommitted], a combination of these three terms powerful
(resistive, and non-congruent) suggested people who were resistant to power: “intensely

Impulsive

Intensely Agonistic

Passive
Tranquil

Figure 11. Results of PrinGrid, JG Segment 3.
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agonistic.” On the bottom left on Figure 11 [Receding>Dependent>Polarized], a
combination of these three terms (receding, dependent, and a slight sense of noncongruent) implied a characteristic of people who were not in the front and dependent on
others’ decisions even if they sometimes had different opinions: “passive.” The tension
profile (hypotense-hypertense), the variability profile (Rigid-random), and the integration
profile (undifferentiated-overdifferentiated) were in the same direction. On the bottom
right on Figure 11[Hypotense>Rigid>Undifferentiated], a combination of these three
terms (low tensional, non-changing, and integrative) showed no movement and just
standing still: “tranquil.” On the upper left on Figure 11
[Random>Overdifferntiated>Hypertense], a combination of these three terms (high
variable, non-integrative, high tensional) suggested sudden intensive actions no matter
what situation it is: “impulsive.”
JG Segment 3 elements. Rhythmic ground was around “tranquil.” This suggested
that the rhythmic ground was calm in the segment. Melody, volume, and rhythmic
figures/patterns were around “passive.” This suggested that those elements were passive
and had no resistance in the segment. Phrasing was around “impulsive.” This suggested
that the melody and the rhythm impulsively engaged in self-performance. Textural was
located between “impulsive” and “intensely agonistic.” This suggested that impulsive
conflicts were emerging in a hierarchical relationship in the music structure.
JG Segment 4. The principal component is 66.3%. The second component is
15.3%. Two of the component cover 81.6% of the total variance in JG segment 4. Both
the variability profile (rigid-random) and the tension profile (hypotense-hypertense) ran
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closely to the primary component. The autonomy profile (dependent-resister) and the
salience profile (receding-overpowering) went in the same direction.
JG Segment 4 constructs. On the bottom right on the diagram in Figure 12
[Random>Resister>Overpowering>Hypertense], a combination of these four terms

Exclusive

No discipline

Well-disciplined

Fierce

Figure 12. Results of PrinGrid, JG Segment 4.
(changing, resistive, powerful, and high tensional) suggested wild animals which were
powerful and were uncontrollable: “fierce.” On the upper left on Figure 12 [Rigid and
Dependent>Receding>Hypotense], a combination of these four terms (not changing,
depending on others, receding, and low tension) showed an isolated society in which
people were depending on others and kept their old rules: “exclusive.” The integration
profile (undifferentiated-overdifferentiated) ran in the same direction as the congruence
profile (uncommitted-polarized). On the bottom left on Figure 12 [Uncommitted and
Undifferentiated], a combination of these two terms (rigidly congruent and integrative)
implied a characteristic of people who were vertically and horizontally fitted and behave
appropriately in a given place: “well-discipled” On the upper right on Figure 12
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[Polarized>Overdifferntiated], a combination of these two terms (non-congruent and nonintegrative) suggested almost anonymous to well-disciplined: “no disciplined.”
JG Segment 4 elements. Rhythmic figures/patterns were close to “fierce” quality.
This suggested that the rhythmic figures and patterns, which implied impulsive innate
urge, performed aggressively and destructively in the structure of the music. Rhythmic
ground and volume were located around “well-disciplined.” This suggested that the
rhythmic ground and the sound energy were holding in a well-disciplined environment
and kept a given music structure. Phrasing and textural were around “exclusive.” This
suggested that a horizontal and vertical structure limited strictly, not allowing others.
Melody was around “non-disciplined.” This suggested that the melody was acting wildly.
JG Segment 5. The principal component is 83.5%. The second component is
11.4%. Two of the components cover 94.9% of the total variance in JG segment 5. The
integration profile (Undifferentiated-overdifferentiated) ran closely to the principal
component. The tension profile (hypotense-hypertense) and the salience profile
(receding-overpowering) ran in the same direction with the integration profile. The
autonomy profile (dependent-resister), the congruence profile (uncommitted-polarized),
and the variability profile (rigid-random) ran in the same direction.
JG Segment 5 constructs. On the upper right on the diagram in Figure 13
[Undifferrntiated>Hypotense>Receding], a combination of these three terms (strongly
integrative, less tensional, and receding) suggested a spirit of cooperation in a given
group. This also suggested a Japanese cliché: reading the air, one must have an
appropriate attitude with a sense and consideration of the situation, atmosphere, timing
and people in the space -- “harmonious.” On the bottom left on Figure 13
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[Hypertense>Overpowering>Overdifferntiated], a combination of these three terms, (high
tensional, powerful, and non-integrative) showed antonymous of harmony with power
and tension: “egocentricity.” On the bottom right on Figure 13
[Dependent>Uncommitted>Rigid], a combination of these three terms (dependent,
congruent and no changing) suggested a common characteristic of people who stay in a

Unfettered
Harmonious

Egocentricity
Conciliator
Figure 13. Results of PrinGrid, JG Segment 5.
neutral state and help to mediate others: “conciliator.” On the upper left on Figure 13
[Resister and Polarized>Random], a combination of these three terms (independent, noncongruent, and changing) showed doing what they wanted to without being fitted:
“unfettered.”
JG Segment 5 elements. Rhythmic ground was close to a “harmonious” quality.
This suggested that the basic ground was well blended in a structure of the music.
Volume was close to “conciliator” quality. This suggested that the sound mass and
energy mediated among others in the music. Rhythmic figures/patterns, textural, and
phrasing were close to an “egocentricity” quality. This suggested that the rhythmic
figures/patterns got urge to drive in an egocentric manner, and that horizontal and vertical
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structures support egocentric manners. Melody was located around “unfettered.” This
suggested that the melody was released from the egocentric oriented structures.
JG Segment 6. The principal component is 58.0%. The second component is
28.6%. Two of the components cover 86.6% of the total variance in JG segment 6. This
segment has an irregular grouping due to the form of profile distribution. The salience
profile (receding-overdifferentiated) ran closely to the principal component. The
integration profile (undifferentiated-overdifferentiated) and the congruence profile
(Uncommitted-polarized) went almost together. The variability (rigid-random) and the
tension profile (hypotense-hypertense) were close to each other. The autonomy profile
(dependent-resister) went diagonally almost on its own.
JG Segment 6 constructs. On the bottom right on the diagram in Figure 14
[Overpowering>Resister]. A combination of these two terms (powerful and independent)
suggested a prime mover with power: “defiant.” On the top on Figure 14

Subsidiary

Unconscious
Defiant

Figure 14. Results of PrinGrid 13, JG Segment 6.
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[Dependent>Rigid>Uncommitted and Undifferentiated>Hypotense], a combination of
these five terms (dependent, no changing, congruent, and integrative, and less powerful)
showed characteristics of people who perform functional roles in a given system:
“subsidiary.” On the bottom left on Figure 14 [Receding>Overdifferentiated, Polarized,
Random, and Hypertense], a combination of these five terms (receding and subtle amount
of non-integrative, non-congruent, changing, and high tension) showed various subtle
factors residing internally and hiddenly: “unconscious.”
JG Segment 6 elements. Rhythmic figures/patterns and textural were close to
“defiant” quality. This suggested that the rhythmic figures/patterns had innate urge to be
defiant to a structure of the music, and there existed defiant feelings in the hierarchal
structure. Melody, phrasing, and rhythmic ground were close to “unconscious” quality.
This suggested that a combinational relationship of rhythm ground and melody existed
subconsciously. Furthermore, the melody was also unconsciously related to the “defiant”
rhythmic figures/patterns in terms of relationships of phrasing. Volume was around
“subsidiary.” This suggested that the sound mass energy moving towards a certain aim
was not so important in the music group but was still related at some points.
JG Segment 7. The principal component is 57.8%. The second component is
36.2%. Two of the components cover 94.0% of the total variance in JG segment 7. The
congruence profile (uncommitted-polarized) and the tension profile (hypotensionhypertension) went close to each other, and the variability profile was in the same
direction.
JG Segment 7 constructs. On the bottom right on the diagram in Figure 15
[Uncommitted>Hypertense>Rigid], a combination of these three terms (congruent, high
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tensional, non-changing) suggested a characteristic of people who never change their
positions and ideas, fitting in a given situation: “obstinate.” On the upper left on Figure
15 [Polarized>Random>Hypotense], a combination of these three terms (non-congruent,
changing, and less tensional) showed non-irregularly change without tension: “labile.”
The integration profile (undifferentiated-overdifferentiated) and the salience profile
(receding-overpowering) were close to each other, and the autonomy profile (dependentresister) was in the same direction with them. On the bottom left on Figure 15

Reformist
Labile

Eclectic

Obstinate

Figure 15. Results of PrinGrid, JG Segment 7.
[Receding>Dependent>Overdifferentiated], a combination of these three terms (receding,
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dependent, and non-integrative) suggested taking ideas from other’s ideas, that means
that it places a great weight on others and making own uniqueness: “eclectic.” On the
upper right on Figure 15 [Overpowering>Resister>Undifferentiated], a combination of
these three terms (powerful, resistive, and integrative) implied a characteristic of people
who were trying to make changes with an idea of gradual shift from already existed
ideas: “reformist.”
JG Segment 7 elements. Rhythmic ground and rhythmic figures/patterns were
around “reformist.” This suggested that a management of time was gradually reforming
in a structure of the music in this segment. Texture was qualified to as “obstinate.” This
suggested that the hierarchal structure was obstinately sustained. Volume and phrasing
were very close to each other and close to an “eclectic” quality. This suggested that the
sound mass energy was taking diverse feelings to move towards a certain aim, and a
relationship between the melody and rhythm elements was also taking other types of
relationships exited in the sound space. Melody had a “labile” quality. This suggested
that the melody was subject to change in the music structure.
Overall Character of the Improvisation Process for the Japanese Group
JG Segment 1: Non-mixed movements in an absolute environment (45
seconds). The holding environment was created using autocratic force of rhythmic
ground. The rhythmic figures/patterns were incompatible to the basic pulses and the
melody, and the melody was incoherent to the rhythmic elements. The sound energy
symbiotically presented in the space. Overall, there were non-mixed movements to each
other, instead of fighting. It was about dealing with what might be underlying pressure
and autocratic oppression.
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JG Segment 2: Oppression and antagonism in a fidelity structure (1 minute).
In terms of vertical structure, it was a loyal relationship, and the sound energy within the
structure demonstrated continuation of loyalty. The rhythmic ground oppressively held
the environment. The melody and the rhythmic figures/patterns were performed
respectively antagonistic. Overall, the rhythmic ground held the environment. The
rhythmic figures/patterns and the melody claimed antagonistic roles. At the same time,
the shared sound energy carried the continuation of loyalty. The elements involved
pressure, anger, and wrath that were built-in to the structure that everyone shared. It was
much less of a political struggle, but much more a question of how to make the music
work.
JG Segment 3: Intrinsic impulsive conflicts (25 seconds). The melody, the
sound energy, and rhythmic figures/patterns were played in a passive manner, and the
rhythmic ground was played in a tranquil manner. However, there were intrinsic
impulsive conflicts between the melody and the rhythmic elements in the structure.
Overall, everything was becoming more passive and tranquil after JG Segment 2,
although there were intrinsic impulsive conflicts still present.
JG Segment 4: Wild urge and fierce in an exclusive structure (15 seconds).
The melody began performing wildly, and the rhythmic figures/patterns began acting
fiercely with impulsive innate urge. The rhythmic ground and sound mass held a welldisciplined environment in the given structure which were created by the vertical and
horizontal strict structures. This was almost a parallel with the American group (AG
Segment 3, no equilibrium and falling apart). However, in this segment, not everything
became anarchy, but discipline tried to exclude unwelcomed styles and acting fiercely.
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JG Segment 5: Accepting facts and harmony (1 minute, 40 seconds). The
melody was released from the ‘egocentric’ standard structure. The rhythmic
figures/patterns began performing in an egocentric manner. The rhythmic ground held a
harmonious environment, and the sound mass was a conciliator between components.
Within the harmonious environment, both dynamics, being released from egocentricity
and performing in an egocentric manner, were presented together and accepted each
dynamic and all fact. This suggested that accepting all facts allowed all musical
movements to reestablish the harmony and to be harmonious
JG Segment 6: Defiant and unconscious connection (1 minute, 55 seconds).
There were defiant movements and feelings presented in rhythmic figures/patterns and
the hierarchical relationship. The melody and the rhythmic elements were unconsciously
connected. The sound energy provided subsidies to the on-going movement. The feelings
were continuous from JG Segment 5. Although there were defiant feelings, unconscious
connections existed in the music.
JG Segment 7: Reforming and eclectic (1 minute, 20 seconds). The rhythmic
elements were timewise-reforming. The hierarchical structure existed obstinately. The
melody was influenced by other musical elements. The sound energy took certain diverse
feelings that existed in the music and created a relationship between the melody and
rhythm elements that also took in other types of relationships in the sound space. Overall,
music was about relationships. The problem was not about structure, but musical
elements emphasized how to reestablish and reform harmony in the given space.
Overarching Theme of JG Segments
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The first manifestation was honor and harmony and was not something the
Japanese group dealt with in the music. The structures were not a problem, and the
hierarchy was not an issue, as the harmonies happened in the structures. Pressure,
antagonism, and impulsive conflicts were all built-in to the structure, instead of breaking
it. There seemed to be less emphasis on managing independence and individuality, and
more emphasis was on honoring structure and achieving harmony.
Comparisons of the American Group and the Japanese Group
The overarching theme of the American group was about struggling with
conformity, authority, and how to establish independence and individuality. The musical
elements described trying to resist allowing structures. The data revealed a struggle
against being independent and separate selves in the environment. The overarching theme
of the Japanese group was about honoring structures and achieving harmony. There was
less emphasis on managing independence and individuality. The American group’s
constant struggle against authority was not happening in the Japanese group. The
structures were not a problem in the Japanese group, whereas the structure seemed to be a
problem in the American group.
Participants’ Experiences
The post-session interviews were conducted to supplement parts of the
participants’ experiences of the group music improvisation. The participants in each
group were asked the following five open-ended questions: How was your experience
playing/making music freely in the group? What motivated you to play music in the
group? What did you emphasize in the group music? How was your experience in terms
of self-expression in the group of music? How was your experience in terms of
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interrelationship in the group music? They were also allowed to provide any additional
comments. To analyze the data, I extracted answers related to self-expression and
interrelationship and categorized them into self-focused and other-focused types of
answers in each group. Full texts of the interviews are in Appendix D.
The American group’s experiences. Regarding the American group’s
experiences about self-expression, some participants described that exploring each of
their own sounds, making music without rules and a conductor, and focusing on selfthought with atmospheric music were pleasant experiences. Answers related to self-focus
were as follows: participants felt soothed, easy, free, and enjoyed the lack of rules and a
conductor to make music, exploring the sound and the instrument, and exploring what
they wanted to do and what they could do in the given space. It is worth noting that some
participants described that lack of order in the music was stressful.
Regarding the American group’s experiences about interrelationship, some
participants described their recognition of their own sound and others’ sounds as
separated individualistic sound. Answers related to other-focus were as follow: feeling
peer pressure; trying to fit to each other; recognition of other participants’ presence and
sound; and perceiving others’ sound as separate from their own.
The Japanese group’s experiences. Regarding the Japanese group’s experiences
about self-expression, some people described their own sound creation, and some
participants described playing with focus on the middle-sized drum. Including other
existences was essential when they described their group experiences of self-expression.
In this group, the middle-sized drum had an important role practicing some of their selfexpression. Interestingly, a participant, who played the middle-sized drum, expressed that
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she felt at ease when she tried to change rhythmic patterns and found nothing happened.
Answers related to self-focus were as follows: participants were trying to make their own
sound, rhythmic patterns, and good sound.
Regarding the Japanese group’s experiences about interrelationship, some
participants described a leader role of the middle-sized drum in the group sound. Answers
related to other-focus were as follows: participants were encouraged and attempted to
play by listening to others; trying to defeat the middle-sized drum sound but found one of
the participants would not be able to do it; and trying to not match with others. In
addition, some participants expressed difficulty playing freely and felt it would have been
easier to have directions on how to play with others.
Comparison of Data and Participants’ Experiences
In the American group, the in-depth data from PrinGrid showed repetitive
movements of creation of structures and actively resisting it to maintain a separated self.
These outcomes may be connected to the following American participants’ verbal
feedback post-session: trying to fit together, feeling peer-pressure, and feeling stressed
without order in the music. This may substantiate a creation of structures. Explorations of
making sound with enjoyment may substantiate resisting the structure movement. In
addition, some participants described a relationship as separated individuals from others
and honoring individualized sound without judging. This may substantiate maintaining
separated self in the group sound.
In the Japanese group, the in-depth data from PrinGrid showed honoring
structures and achieving harmony with less emphasis on managing independence and
individuality. These outcomes may be connected to the following Japanese participants’
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verbal feedback post-session. Playing with association with the middle-sized drum, which
the participants set up as a leader, may substantiate honoring structure because the
participants played with the reference. Also, some of the participants explained that
playing freely was difficult. That is, they naturally created a leader and authority figure,
the middle-sized drum, to have as a reference because it made them to play easy. Some
participants verbally expressed their efforts of defeating the drum and making their
individual sound, trying to not match with others may substantiated their built-in
pressure, antagonism, and impulsive conflicts in the structure that were displayed in
PrinGrid. These emerged within the structure. This may be associated to a process of
achieving harmony in the structure.
VI. Discussion
Summary of the Results
The purpose of this qualitative multi-group comparative study was to understand
the differences in constructions of improvised music, between a group of Japanese people
and a group of American people. With microanalysis by using IPA and RepGrid, I
explored the underlying meanings of each of the group improvisation. Furthermore, with
interviews post-session, the participants’ experiences were a secondary source of data.
The outcomes of PrinGrid suggested that the American group was struggling with
conformity and authority, resisting structure, and being an independent self in the sound.
Whereas, the Japanese group was honoring structure and achieving harmony with less
emphasis on independence and without constant struggle with authority.
From an interview about the participants’ experiences in the group improvisation,
each of the groups’ notions about self-expression, self-focus, interrelationships, and other
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focus were extracted. Some of the American group’s notions of self-expression were
associated with exploring each of their own sounds and focusing on self-thought, and
their notions of self-focus was associated with freedom and enjoyment without a leader
and rule. Some of the American group’s notions of interrelationship were associated with
recognition of separated individuals and sound, and their notions of other-focus were
associated with peer pressure, recognition of other participants’ presence and sound, and
perception of others’ sound as separate from their own. Whereas, some of the Japanese
group’s notions of self-expression were associated with presence of others besides self,
and their notions of self-focus were associated with making their own sound, rhythmic
patterns, and good sound. Some of the Japanese group’s interrelationships were
associated with a relationship with a leader presence, and their notions of other-focus
were associated with encouragement to play by listening to others and trying to not match
with others. Another point to be noted was that some participants of the American group
felt free without having a leader and directions. Whereas, some participants of the
Japanese group tried to create a leader during the music improvisation.
Some results of RepGrid aligned from the literatures are as follows. Referring to
four kinds of distinction of self: Vertical/horizontal and individualism/collectivism
(Triandis, 1995), each group suggested a spectrum of concept of self-characteristics. AG
Segment 1 and 2 may have features of vertical individualism, which has a characteristic
of achievement-oriented, as can be seen in the segment’s characteristics, “maverick and
non-conforming manner” and “subversion in conservative structure.” AG Segment 5 and
6 may have characteristics of horizontal individualism, which has characteristics of being
unique, and being separated from structures and authority. Also, constant vertical
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collectivism features, which has characteristics of serving for a group, were seen in terms
of establishing various kinds of structures and authority existence that appeared in some
of the segments. Whereas, JG Segment 1 and 2 may have features of a vertical
collectivistic as can be seen segment’s characteristics, “absolute structure” and “fidelity.”
JG Segment 3 to 7 may have features of characteristics between a horizontal
individualism and horizontal collectivism, which has characteristics of cooperation. This
may be related to recent trends that Japan is becoming a complex society and is in the
midst of a transient cultural phase (Ikuno, 2005; Triandis, 1995).
In addition, some parts of the answers of the interview could be applied to the
view of Markus and Kitayama’s (1991) independent view of self and interdependent view
of self. The American group’s independent relation with others could be seen as an
independent view of self; relationships of selves and others were intersected. The
Japanese group’s description about associations of an authority, which was the middlesized drum, when they described their experiences of self-expression could be seen as an
interdependent self; self was not separated from others and the context.
Regarding the alignment of musical characteristics, the American group
emphasized explorations of each of their sounds, labeling others as separate sounds in
music. These characteristics were seen in Matare’s (2009) literature in which European
musicians were concerned with individualistic expressions. In contrast, the Japanese
group emphasized harmony and following others in a given group that was seen in the
literatures about other Asian countries and collectivistic societies. It is also noted that JG
Segment 3, “intrinsic impulsive conflicts” may correspond to Sugata and Ito’s (2008)
findings that spontaneity of musical independence emerged after matching with others.
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Clinical Implications
Although the results in this study cannot be generalized, the findings show that
there were some reflections of cultural backgrounds, as described in the literature, in the
group musical improvisations of two different cultural of the groups. Regarding selfexpression and interrelationship, there might be slight differences in the participants’
notions, depending on their cultural and personal background. As a further clinical
implication, a music therapist may utilize the whole process used in this study. The sound
personification and interpretation processes may support a client for gaining reflection
and insight of their thoughts and emotions with an in-depth meaning of the sound. In
addition, culture and music are related, and this is relevant to all practicing music
therapists, who need to be culturally aware and sensitive.
Reflection Upon the Research Process
This qualitative multi-group comparative study analyzed the sound and data from
various angles: sound micro analysis, interpretation of sound data, participants’
experience through interviews, and a literature review of cultural characteristics. Another
unique aspect to this research study was my own cultural background. I grew up in Japan
and learned music therapy in the United States. With this cultural background, I was able
to use both of my cultural perspectives when interpreting the data. Furthermore, my
thesis supervisor supplemented the interpretation of the sound data with a view of
American culture. What I learned from this thesis study was the difficulty and importance
of not having prejudice as a researcher. While rating IAP and interpreting PrinGrid, I
found myself inclining to think, “this sound is kind of American and/or Japanese.” Then,
I needed to reset my mind to get back to a neutral mindset.
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In future research, I would consider asking participants to analyze and interpret
their own sound data with guidelines. That would make it possible to explore further
connections between self-analysis of in-depth data with data from an interview postsession. Another point to be noted is that there were two pairs of sisters in the Japanese
group. There might have been family dynamics influencing the group music besides an
exclusive influence of cultural background in their group sound.
In the data collection process, I set up a time frame of the main session, which
was for five to seven minutes to collect a certain period of audio data. The American
group naturally stopped playing, while I provided a cue over the window of the door to
stop the Japanese group’s playing when it went over seven minutes. According to a
research of improvisational experiences within an individual music session in Japan
(Sugata & Ito, 2008), the results indicated that participants experienced more interests in
the spontaneity off playing independently, after successfully matching. In light of the
research results, if the Japanese group was not stopped playing, other movements might
have occurred until they naturally stopped.
Although the data analysis process of this study was subjective because I was the
only researcher, all sound segments were analyzed with the same method and tools.
Therefore, there was cohesiveness in the data. Differences of word interpretation might
limit sound characterization. Word characterizations and interpretations were also unique
processes for me. To find words to characterize meta-components, some words in English
came first and some words in Japanese came first. I needed to go back and forth between
English and Japanese to find matched words in both languages that described
characteristics of the grouped meta-components. Also, depending on the cultural context,
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the same words translated into either English or Japanese even carry slightly different
meanings. In this study, participants were all females between the ages of 20 to 40, in
both America and Japan. One suggestion for future research is to add other countries.
Another suggestion is to have other age groups and different gender groups.
VII. Conclusion
From a micro level, such as family, to a macro level, such as society and culture,
our environments influence our perceptions of self. In this study, two different cultural
groups showed some reflections of characteristics that might be associated with their
cultural backgrounds, such as an individualistic culture, compared with a collectivistic
culture, in musical improvisations. Although individuals are different, the surrounding
environment can be one significant influence on people’s ideas and notions of selfexpression and interrelationships.
In this study, each group sound was created by the participants, and I analyzed
and interpreted the group sound using my creativity and imagination as a researcher,
standing on the third person’s position. In other words, this outcome might partially have
been biased due to how I perceive American and Japanese cultures. If I had a follow-up
study with the same data after having further experiences as a music therapist, either in
America or Japan, the outcome might be different. Ultimately, this thesis explored group
sounds of two different cultures, which parallels my current path exploring cultural
perspectives of America and Japan and myself in American and Japan.
Lastly, in this research study, I focused on the themes of culture, self-expression,
and interrelationship in musical improvisations. It is to be noted that these themes are
very complex, and expertise is required in the fields to study and further research. As I
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proceeded with this study, I once again learned how difficult and complex these themes
were. Although this study was just a beginning, I surely believe that the data of this study
is valuable and worthy for future studies.
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Appendix A
WavePad Sound Editor
The top graph shows the Japanese group’s improvisation, and the bottom graph shows the
American group’s improvisation.
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Appendix B
IAP Comments
AG Segment 1
Profile: Salience
1-Receding, 2-Conforming, 3-Contributing, 4-Controlling, 5-Overpowering
Musical Elements
Rate
Reasonings
Rhythmic Ground
5
There was rhythmic ground but is unsteady. They were trying to establish the
ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
They were struggling to find ground, but everyone was doing their own
rhythmic patterns. It seemed those rhythmic figures/patterns were not as
important as people were trying to establish ground.
Textural
4
They were trying to fit together in music, and this movement seemed to be
driving the entire sound.
Volume
1
Volume did not drive the sound.
Melody
3
The melody was contributing the entire sound.
Phrasing
1
I heard some phrases, but it was not about phrasing.
Profile: Integration
1-Undifferentiated, 2-Fused, 3-Integrated, 4-differentiated, 5-Overdifferentated
Rhythmic Ground
4
There were moments that they were finding grounds.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
It was not coherent. There were some rhythmic patterns here and there. Those
were not coming together yet.
Textural
5
Sounds were not forming anything yet in texture.
Volume
1
All of the instruments were almost the same volume.
Melody
5
I did not hear any relationships between the metallophone and the other
rhythmic instruments. The metallophone sounded random.
Phrasing
5
I did not hear any relationships in phrasing.
Profile: Variability
1-Rigid, 2-Stable, 3-Variable, 4-Contrasting, 5-Random
Rhythmic Ground
5
It was very random. It seemed that all instruments were struggling to find
ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
There were few thymic figures. The rhythmic patterns were just floating in the
music.
Textural
1
I did not hear a textural change.
Volume
1
I did not hear a volume change.
Melody
2
There was no any significance in melody.
Phrasing
1
I did not hear any phrasing.
Profile: Tension
1-Hypotense, 2-Calm, 3-Cyclic, 4-Tense, 5-Hypertense
Rhythmic Ground
5
I heard a struggle to establish rhythmic ground among the sounds. Each
instrument was competing to be the ground of the sound.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
I heard rhythmic patterns conflict. Tension in rhythmic ground in which they
were trying to establish was much remarkable than in the rhythmic patterns;
therefore it was rated one score down.
Textural
2
There was conflict in some instruments, but it was not significant.
Volume
1
Volume was fused and unchanging. It was loud but nothing remarkable in
volume.
Melody
2
It was a not significant. There was little tension in volume.
Phrasing
1
Nothing was significant in tension.
Profile: Congruence
1-Uncommitted, 2-Congruent, 3-Centered, 4-Incongruent, 5-Polarized
Rhythmic Ground
5
It was not congruent at all.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
It was not congruent at all.
Textural
1
I heard congruency in the musical texture and a possibility of harmony in
timbres. The sounds seemed to fit together.
Volume
1
Volume was nothing important. It was not anyone was trying to work on
volume.
Melody
4
The melody did not fit with the other rhythmic instruments.
Phrasing
1
Some musical phrases were created, but it sounded almost unintentional.
Profile: Autonomy
1-Dependent, 2-Follower, 3-Partner, 4-Leader, 5-Resister
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Rhythmic Ground

2

Rhythmic figures/patterns
Textural
Volume
Melody
Phrasing

5
1
1
5
1

It sounded not like someone was taking control, but the sounds were just
following to each other.
Rhythmic patterns were just going randomly.
Texture existed rather than doing any specific movements.
Volume existed rather than doing any specific movements.
The melody was played freely against other rhythmic instruments.
It was not significant at all.
AG Segment 2

Profile: Salience
1-Receding, 2-Conforming, 3-Contributing, 4-Controlling, 5-Overpowering
Musical Elements
Rate
Reasonings
Rhythmic Ground
4
Each sound appeared to find its own rhythmic figures than rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Each sound created own rhythmic figures.
Textural
4
Each sound appeared to still work on fitting together, looking for where to fit.
Volume
1
It did not drive the sound.
Melody
2
It slightly contributed to the entire sound.
Phrasing
1
Some phrases appeared, but those did not drive the sound.
Profile: Integration
1-Undifferentiated, 2-Fused, 3-Integrated, 4-differentiated, 5-Overdifferentated
Rhythmic Ground
5
Some instrumental sounds fell in some rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
There were some rhythmic integrations between the middle-sized drum, the
tambourine and the metallophone.
Textural
4
Compared to Segment 1, there were some integrations in the sounds.
Volume
1
There were slight volume differentiations among the instruments.
Melody
3
There were some relationships between the melody and the rhythmic ground.
Phrasing
4
There were some relationships between the melody and the rhythmic phrases.
Profile: Variability
1-Rigid, 2-Stable, 3-Variable, 4-Contrasting, 5-Random
Rhythmic Ground
1
The rhythmic ground changed slightly, but overall, it was stable.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
3
Some rhythmic patterns were repeated.
Textural
1
No change in the texture.
Volume
1
I did not hear any change in the volume.
Melody
3
Some sequential vertical relationships appeared.
Phrasing
1
I heard that some phrases appeared, but it was not a big issue.
Profile: Tension
1-Hypotense, 2-Calm, 3-Cyclic, 4-Tense, 5-Hypertense
Rhythmic Ground
2
There was still some competence to establish rhythmic grounds, however
compared to Segment 1, it was less tension.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
3
There were conflicts however, compared to Segment 1, it was less
competition.
Textural
1
There were some conflicts between sounds, but it was not a big issue yet.
Volume
1
There were some conflicts in volume, but it was not a big issue.
Melody
2
It slightly existed.
Phrasing
1
There was no tension in phrasing.
Profile: Congruence
1-Uncommitted, 2-Congruent, 3-Centered, 4-Incongruent, 5-Polarized
Rhythmic Ground
2
Compared to Segment 1, there was some congruence among the instruments.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Compared to Segment 1, there was some congruence, but it was not much yet.
Textural
2
Some role relationships were established.
Volume
1
Each sound was in almost in the same volume
Melody
2
The melody fell in the basic pulse structures several times.
Phrasing
2
Some phrases tried to fit together but it was not significant.
Profile: Autonomy
1-Dependent, 2-Follower, 3-Partner, 4-Leader, 5-Resister
Rhythmic Ground
5
The rhythmic ground apparently there, but it had not taken control of the
rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Some patterns tried to relate to other patterns.
Textural
1
Texture existed rather than doing any specific movements.
Volume
1
Volume existed rather than doing any specific movements.
Melody
4
The melody still had freedom from the other percussion instrument.
Phrasing
2
Melodic phrases and rhythmic phrases had harmonic feelings in this segment.
AG Segment 3
Profile: Salience
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1-Receding, 2-Conforming, 3-Contributing, 4-Controlling, 5-Overpowering
Musical Elements
Rate
Reasonings
Rhythmic Ground
4
The rhythmic grounds provided certain structures in this segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Rhythmic figures were trying to fit with others.
Textural
5
They were intentionally trying to fit in the sounds.
Volume
2
Volume slightly contributed the sound.
Melody
1
The melody had a slight control, but the entirely of the sound was not quiet.
Phrasing
2
There were some intentional phrases supported driving the sound.
Profile: Integration
1-Undifferentiated, 2-Fused, 3-Integrated, 4-differentiated, 5-Overdifferentated
Rhythmic Ground
2
The grounded pulses were created by several instruments, and other sounds
fell in basic pulses.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
It appeared to be integrated with underlying pulses.
Textural
5
It appeared that each element tried to form.
Volume
1
Some instrument had similar intensity of volume.
Melody
2
The melody fell into a basic pulse.
Phrasing
2
Several instruments created phrases.
Profile: Variability
1-Rigid, 2-Stable, 3-Variable, 4-Contrasting, 5-Random
Rhythmic Ground
1
An underlying pulse was rigid in this segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
2
Some rhythmic patterns appeared.
Textural
1
There were some different textures but not so many.
Volume
1
There were some changes in the volume.
Melody
2
Same as Segment 2; some sequential appeared.
Phrasing
2
The melody and the rhythmic phrases had some repetition of phrases.
Profile: Tension
1-Hypotense, 2-Calm, 3-Cyclic, 4-Tense, 5-Hypertense
Rhythmic Ground
1
The rhythmic ground was established.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
There were some rhythmic figures that needed to be solved.
Textural
2
I heard that there were some conflicts slightly growing.
Volume
1
There were some conflicts in volume, but it was not a big issue.
Melody
1
Tension was not established in the melody.
Phrasing
4
Some tensions were created phrases between the melody and the rhythmic
phrase.
Profile: Congruence
1-Uncommitted, 2-Congruent, 3-Centered, 4-Incongruent, 5-Polarized
Rhythmic Ground
1
Congruency appeared.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
3
Some rhythmic patterns appeared to be congruent, but it was not significant
yet.
Textural
2
I heard some congruency.
Volume
1
Volume was not significant in texture.
Melody
3
The melody appeared to be flowing over the percussion instruments.
Phrasing
1
The melody and rhythm appeared to shape some harmonies.
Profile: Autonomy
1-Dependent, 2-Follower, 3-Partner, 4-Leader, 5-Resister
Rhythmic Ground
1
The rhythmic ground appeared to support the structure.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
3
Some patterns related to others.
Textural
1
Texture existed rather than doing any specific movements.
Volume
2
The sounds had some relationships to each other in volume.
Melody
3
The melody had some relationships with the rhythmic instruments, but it also
had freedom.
Phrasing
2
The melody and rhythmic appeared to be shaping some harmonies.
AG Segment 4
Profile: Salience
1-Receding, 2-Conforming, 3-Contributing, 4-Controlling, 5-Overpowering
Musical Elements
Rate
Reasonings
Rhythmic Ground
2
The rhythmic ground existed and supported the structure of this segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Each rhythmic pattern assisted to drive the sounds.
Textural
2
Some sounds (the metallophone and e -sized drum) appeared to try to fit
together, and some sounds appeared to not try to fit together (the shaker, the
maraca, and the tambourine).
Volume
1
Volume did not control the other elements.
Melody
3
The melody assisted to drive the mass sound.
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Phrasing
5
It contributed to drive the overall sound.
Profile: Integration
1-Undifferentiated, 2-Fused, 3-Integrated, 4-differentiated, 5-Overdifferentated
Rhythmic Ground
2
Some instruments fell in the rhythmic ground. It was mainly created by the
middle drum.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Roughly, two rhythmic figures existed.
Textural
4
Two textural groups existed. Mainly, there were different rhythmic identities.
Volume
1
All instruments were almost the same volume.
Melody
3
The melody appeared to fit in the sound.
Phrasing
2
Phrase and shapes, which the metallophone created, were related to the other
instruments.
Profile: Variability
1-Rigid, 2-Stable, 3-Variable, 4-Contrasting, 5-Random
Rhythmic Ground
1
Each instrument stayed in its own rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
2
Some instruments kept certain rhythmic patterns.
Textural
1
There was no change in the texture.
Volume
1
There was no change in the volume.
Melody
2
I heard some change, but it was not remarkable.
Phrasing
1
There were some phrases, but it was not significant.
Profile: Tension
1-Hypotense, 2-Calm, 3-Cyclic, 4-Tense, 5-Hypertense
Rhythmic Ground
2
Several instruments were competing to create rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
There was some competitive energy between the two different rhythmic flows.
Textural
5
There were competitions to try to fill in the space between sounds.
Volume
1
There were competitions among sounds (the metallophone, the middle-sized
drum, and a group of the shaker, the maraca, and the tambourine), but it was
not significant.
Melody
3
Towards the end of the segment, the melody gradually created tension.
Phrasing
4
There was some tension between two different rhythmic patterns.
Profile: Congruence
1-Uncommitted, 2-Congruent, 3-Centered, 4-Incongruent, 5-Polarized
Rhythmic Ground
1
Some instruments fell into the rhythmic ground towards the end of the
segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Some rhythmic patterns were congruent, and some were not.
Textural
3
A group of the shaker and the maraca and a group of the tambourine and
middle-sized drum appeared to have similar role relationships.
Volume
1
Volume was almost the same levels among all instruments.
Melody
1
The melody was with a certain rhythmic pattern created by the middle-sized
drum.
Phrasing
3
Some phrasings were similar to other phrasings.
Profile: Autonomy
1-Dependent, 2-Follower, 3-Partner, 4-Leader, 5-Resister
Rhythmic Ground
1
The rhythmic ground and the melody depended to each other.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Each rhythmic figure appeared to listen to other rhythmic figures.
Textural
4
Some sounds (shaker and maraca) appeared to have their own roles.
Volume
1
Each volume was in maintained the same levels.
Melody
2
The melody had both roles: follower and leader.
Phrasing
1
It was not significant.
AG Segment 5
Profile: Salience
1-Receding, 2-Conforming, 3-Contributing, 4-Controlling, 5-Overpowering
Musical Elements
Rate
Reasonings
Rhythmic Ground
1
The rhythmic ground existed; however, it did not drive and was not prominent
in this segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Each different rhythmic pattern presented in this segment.
Textural
5
Texture did not fit together.
Volume
5
Each sound appeared to compete to other sounds.
Melody
1
The melody was not significant to drive the mass sound.
Phrasing
1
It was not significant.
Profile: Integration
1-Undifferentiated, 2-Fused, 3-Integrated, 4-differentiated, 5-Overdifferentated
Rhythmic Ground
5
The rhythmic grounds were not organized.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Some sound had similar rhythmic figures (shaker. maraca, tambourine).
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Textural

5

There were some similar figure rhythmic grounds; however, most sounds did
not quite fit together.
Each sound was not fused but had individual identities.
The melody was overdifferentiated from other sounds.
I did not hear any relationships.

Volume
3
Melody
5
Phrasing
5
Profile: Variability
1-Rigid, 2-Stable, 3-Variable, 4-Contrasting, 5-Random
Rhythmic Ground
1
The rhythmic ground was not changed much.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
2
Some musical elements changed its rhythmic patterns, but it was not
significant.
Textural
1
I did not notice remarkable changes in this segment.
Volume
1
The dynamics did not change throughout this segment.
Melody
4
Some melodic ideas were repeated, which showed various melodic changes.
Phrasing
1
Combination of rhythm and melody were contrasted, and those did not change
the relationships in this segment.
Profile: Tension
1-Hypotense, 2-Calm, 3-Cyclic, 4-Tense, 5-Hypertense
Rhythmic Ground
1
There was no competence energy in the rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Each rhythmic pattern was competing with each other.
Textural
4
There were conflicts among multiple instruments.
Volume
5
There was sound intensity in this segment.
Melody
4
Tension was growing in the melody.
Phrasing
5
Combination of rhythm and melody were conflicted, and the tension needed to
be solved.
Profile: Congruence
1-Uncommitted, 2-Congruent, 3-Centered, 4-Incongruent, 5-Polarized
Rhythmic Ground
5
Tempo and meter were not congruent.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Some rhythmic patterns were congruent, but it was remarkable.
Textural
1
Most sound shared similar tension.
Volume
2
Tension levels in volume were very similar among the instruments.
Melody
1
The melodic tension was similar to other instruments.
Phrasing
5
There was no establishment of role relationships in this segment.
Profile: Autonomy
1-Dependent, 2-Follower, 3-Partner, 4-Leader, 5-Resister
Rhythmic Ground
4
The rhythmic ground was not together.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Each instrument appeared to not develop rhythmic forms together.
Textural
5
Each sound appeared to find each role and at the same time, they focus on
each their own sound.
Volume
2
The volume had some coherent.
Melody
5
The melody flowed without having influence from the other sounds.
Phrasing
1
There was no development in the length of phrasing in this segment.
AG Segment 6
Profile: Salience
1-Receding, 2-Conforming, 3-Contributing, 4-Controlling, 5-Overpowering
Musical Elements
Rate
Reasonings
Rhythmic Ground
5
It was mostly the metallophone solo, which maintained basic pulses.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
The metallophone solo created a variety of rhythmic patterns.
Textural
1
There was no textural contribution.
Volume
3
Volume drove the metallophone solo.
Melody
5
It was almost only the metallophone solo in this segment.
Phrasing
1
Other instruments seldom participated in the music.
Profile: Integration
1-Undifferentiated, 2-Fused, 3-Integrated, 4-differentiated, 5-Overdifferentiated
Rhythmic Ground
1
The melody was on basic pulses which were created by the middle drum and
gourd shaker at the beginning.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
2
The melody showed various rhythmic patterns. It appeared to be based on the
rhythmic ground.
Textural
1
The melodic/rhythmic patterns by the metallophone had an influence from the
middle-sized drum, tambourine and gourd shaker. Gradually, the
metallophone played by its own.
Volume
1
The volume stayed the same in the segment.
Melody
1
Because it was almost all metallophone solo in this segment, melodic
integration with other instruments did not exist.
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Phrasing

2

Since the melody was based on the rhythmic ground which was created by
some rhythmic instruments at the beginning, some combinations of melodic
and rhythmic shapes existed.

Profile: Variability
1-Rigid, 2-Stable, 3-Variable, 4-Contrasting, 5-Random
Rhythmic Ground
1
There was no significant change.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
2
There were various rhythmic ideas, and most of them were similar to each
other.
Textural
1
Almost only the metallophone solo existed.
Volume
1
There was no significant change in volume.
Melody
2
The melody had various melodic ideas, but most of them had similar contours.
Phrasing
1
It was mostly the metallophone solo.
Profile: Tension
1-Hypotense, 2-Calm, 3-Cyclic, 4-Tense, 5-Hypertense
Rhythmic Ground
2
There were some competitions among the instruments at the beginning, trying
to establish rhythmic ground. After the metallophone solo began, there was no
competition.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
1
There was less rhythmic figure competence than rhythmic ground.
Textural
1
Since there was mostly the metallophone solo, there was no tension in texture.
Volume
2
Some tension was created only in the melody.
Melody
5
The metallophone solo created melodic tension by itself.
Phrasing
1
Although various motives came out from the metallophone solo, it was not
about phrasing.
Profile: Congruence
1-Uncommitted, 2-Congruent, 3-Centered, 4-Incongruent, 5-Polarized
Rhythmic Ground
1
The melody was congruent to the rhythmic ground throughout the segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
2
The rhythmic patterns were not congruent among instruments at the beginning
because was mostly the metallophone solo.
Textural
3
The metallophone and the other instruments were incongruent for a short time
of period at the beginning of this segment. The metallophone moved to its solo
playing soon. Other instruments stopped playing.
Volume
4
At the beginning of the segment, the metallophone and the other instruments
were not congruent in volume. There were different levels of tension.
Melody
1
Since it was mostly the metallophone solo, there was no relationship to other
instruments with the melody.
Phrasing
1
It was a solo by the metallophone, and there was no silence by other
instruments.
Profile: Autonomy
1-Dependent, 2-Follower, 3-Partner, 4-Leader, 5-Resister
Rhythmic Ground
3
The solo by the metallophone was based on the rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
The metallophone created its own rhythmic patterns in the rhythmic ground
structure.
Textural
1
At the beginning, each instrument played freely, and then those faded out.
Volume
1
The volume existed without any specific movements.
Melody
5
The metallophone freely played by itself when other instruments stopped
playing.
Phrasing
1
There was no relationship among the sounds.
JG Segment 1
Profile: Salience
1-Receding, 2-Conforming, 3-Contributing, 4-Controlling, 5-Overpowering
Musical Elements
Rate
Reasonings
Rhythmic Ground
5
Rhythmic ground, tempo and meter subdivisions organized this musical
segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
3
There were some variety of rhythmic patterns, and they were trying to be apart
from the rhythmic ground.
Textural
5
Some sounds fit together.
Volume
1
The volume was not significant.
Melody
1
There were some melodic figures, but it was not significant at all.
Phrasing
1
Phrase was not significant and did not control the sound mass.
Profile: Integration
1-Undifferentiated, 2-Fused, 3-Integrated, 4-differentiated, 5-Overdifferentated
Rhythmic Ground
1
The rhythmic ground was on basic pulses in this segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
2
Some different rhythmic patterns existed but the patterns coincided on basic
pulses.
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Textural

2

Most of the rhythmic parts were integrated. The melody and some other
rhythmic instruments created different rhythmic patterns.
Amount of sound was almost the same.
Melodies were not fused to the rhythmic ground.
There were several phrases, and those were integrated in the rhythmic ground.

Volume
1
Melody
2
Phrasing
1
Profile: Variability
1-Rigid, 2-Stable, 3-Variable, 4-Contrasting, 5-Random
Rhythmic Ground
1
The rhythmic ground was rigid and did not change in this segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
2
Some rhythmic patterns appeared but did not show remarkable changes.
Textural
1
There was no change made in texture.
Volume
1
Each musical element did not change its volume remarkably.
Melody
3
The melodic figures showed various contour, but most of them were based on
the rhythmic ground.
Phrasing
1
There were some phrases, but there was no frequent change.
Profile: Tension
1-Hypotense, 2-Calm, 3-Cyclic, 4-Tense, 5-Hypertense
Rhythmic Ground
2
The rhythmic ground was created right away after the participants began
playing. There was no significant competence. Some rhythmic patterns had
similar pulses to the rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Some rhythmic figures had tension to be solved.
Textural
5
Most instruments appeared to find their own space.
Volume
2
Some elements appeared to compete with the metallophone.
Melody
3
The melody created some tension against the rhythmic background.
Phrasing
4
There were many subtle changes in phrases, and in most phrases,
combinations of rhythm and melody sometime appeared to compete with each
other.
Profile: Congruence
1-Uncommitted, 2-Congruent, 3-Centered, 4-Incongruent, 5-Polarized
Rhythmic Ground
1
The basic pulses were congruent in this segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
2
Some rhythmic patterns fell into basic pulses.
Textural
1
Each element fit and related to others.
Volume
1
Each volume was congruent to others.
Melody
3
The melody appeared to fit in with other instruments.
Phrasing
2
Some phrases were generated, but it was not remarkable.
Profile: Autonomy
1-Dependent, 2-Follower, 3-Partner, 4-Leader, 5-Resister
Rhythmic Ground
4
The rhythmic ground was majorly supported in this segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
3
Having the rhythmic ground, other rhythmic patterns emerged.
Textural
2
Having the rhythmic ground, figure-ground and part-whole relationships
emerged.
Volume
1
Volume was no significant.
Melody
3
Having the rhythmic ground, a melody began to musically explore its own
sound.
Phrasing
2
Same as the melody, after the rhythmic ground was created, some phrases
emerged.
JG Segment 2
Profile: Salience
1-Receding, 2-Conforming, 3-Contributing, 4-Controlling, 5-Overpowering
Musical Elements
Rate
Reasonings
Rhythmic Ground
4
At the beginning, the basic pulse overcontrolled the sound mass. In the
middle, gradually the basic pulse disappeared and came back towards the end
of this segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Various rhythmic patterns were created, and the rhythm patterns, which did
not match with the rhythmic ground, drove the sound mass.
Textural
5
In the middle, when they lost the basic pulse, the sounds fit together through
texture.
Volume
2
Towards the end of this segment, the volume drove the sound mass.
Melody
1
The melody existed without any specific movements.
Phrasing
1
Phrases existed, but it was not significant.
Profile: Integration
1-Undifferentiated, 2-Fused, 3-Integrated, 4-differentiated, 5-Overdifferentated
Rhythmic Ground
3
The basic pulses disappeared once, and the pulses appeared again.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Various rhythmic patterns were floating without fitting with others.
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Textural

3

Volume

2

Melody

3

Some sounds were created, having some influence from other musical
elements.
There was a moment in which the volume (the middle drum) became louder,
and the other instruments’ volume also became louder.
The melody was floating over the rhythmic patterns and in many times the
rhythm matched with the basic pulses.
The melody was frequently related to the basic pulses.

Phrasing
3
Profile: Variability
1-Rigid, 2-Stable, 3-Variable, 4-Contrasting, 5-Random
Rhythmic Ground
2
In the middle of the segment, the rhythmic ground changed.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Various instruments appeared to make different rhythmic patterns.
Textural
1
There was no significant change in the texture.
Volume
2
There was a slight change at the end.
Melody
5
Some melodies appeared to fit in with other elements, but it was mostly
random.
Phrasing
3
There were some combinations between the rhythm and melody.
Profile: Tension
1-Hypotense, 2-Calm, 3-Cyclic, 4-Tense, 5-Hypertense
Rhythmic Ground
4
When they lost the basic pulses, tension was created among the sound.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
There were some competences of different rhythmic patterns, particularly in
the middle of this segment.
Textural
4
There was competence of a leader-follower relationships among the
instruments, particularly in the middle of this segment.
Volume
3
Tension was peaked along with volume at the end of this segment.
Melody
2
There was some melodic tension in this segment.
Phrasing
1
There were some conflicts between the rhythmic instruments and the
metallophone.
Profile: Congruence
1-Uncommitted, 2-Congruent, 3-Centered, 4-Incongruent, 5-Polarized
Rhythmic Ground
3
In the middle, the rhythmic ground did not fit with other rhythmic patterns.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Some rhythm shared some patterns of subdivisions, but those were not
congruent.
Textural
2
There were some role relationships, creating pulses, rhythmic patterns, and the
melodic lines among the sounds.
Volume
1
Volume of each sound was almost equal.
Melody
3
The melody had some rhythmic relationships with other rhythmic instruments.
Phrasing
1
There was no congruence in phrasing.
Profile: Autonomy
1-Dependent, 2-Follower, 3-Partner, 4-Leader, 5-Resister
Rhythmic Ground
3
After losing basic pulses, all instruments began trying to establish the basic
pulse again.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
They created their own rhythmic patterns, having some influence from others’
rhythmic patterns.
Textural
1
There was significance in texture.
Volume
2
Everyone stayed almost the same in volume. When the middle-sized drum
changed volume, other instruments followed the change.
Melody
4
The melody was still influenced by the other instruments.
Phrasing
1
There was no significance in phrasing.
JG Segment 3
Profile: Salience
1-Receding, 2-Conforming, 3-Contributing, 4-Controlling, 5-Overpowering
Musical Elements
Rate
Reasonings
Rhythmic Ground
5
Tempo became fast.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
1
Most rhythmic figures fell in the rhythmic ground.
Textural
5
The sounds were fit together.
Volume
1
The volume did not drive the sound mass.
Melody
1
The melody existed without any specific movements.
Phrasing
1
There was no significance in phrasing.
Profile: Integration
1-Undifferentiated, 2-Fused, 3-Integrated, 4-differentiated, 5-Overdifferentated
Rhythmic Ground
1
All instruments were closely related to the rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
2
There were some rhythmic patterns which did not coincide with others.
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Textural

2

Volume
Melody

1
2

Phrasing

2

Two rhythmic ground patterns existed. A single melody was flowing over the
rhythmic figures. Those rhythmic patterns shared some music pulses.
All instruments changed the volume even though it was a slight change.
The melody provided some different rhythmic patterns, but it was not
significant.
The melody and rhythm were locked together in terms of energy level, but
those did not match in terms of rhythm.

Profile: Variability
1-Rigid, 2-Stable, 3-Variable, 4-Contrasting, 5-Random
Rhythmic Ground
1
The tempo changed, maintaining the same basic pulses.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
2
Rhythmic patterns changed, but it was not remarkable.
Textural
4
Harmonic relationships between the melody and the rhythmic patterns
changed in the middle of this segment from a role of “soloist-feelings and
accompaniment” to “polyphone”-type.
Volume
1
Volume did not change remarkably.
Melody
3
The melody changed sometimes and repeated some similar phrases.
Phrasing
3
In the middle of this segment, some rhythmic energy changed.
Profile: Tension
1-Hypotense, 2-Calm, 3-Cyclic, 4-Tense, 5-Hypertense
Rhythmic Ground
1
There were some competences to maintain the rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Some rhythmic patterns were competing with each other.
Textural
5
Tension existed in the role relationships among the instruments.
Volume
3
There were some competences in volume, such as the metallophone and
tambourine.
Melody
3
The melody created some tension by continuous glissando and other rhythmic
patterns.
Phrasing
5
There were some competences between the melody and the rhythmic
instruments (tambourine, gourd shaker, and maraca).
Profile: Congruence
1-Uncommitted, 2-Congruent, 3-Centered, 4-Incongruent, 5-Polarized
Rhythmic Ground
1
Most of the instruments were consistent with the rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
2
Some rhythmic patterns were congruent with others’ rhythmic patterns.
Textural
1
All instruments were working operatively in tension.
Volume
1
The instruments were in almost the same sound intensity.
Melody
2
Most melodic rhythms were related to the rhythm of other instruments, and
they had the same level of tension.
Phrasing
1
A combination of the melodic and the rhythmic energy fit together although
the role relationships were changed in the middle of this segment.
Profile: Autonomy
1-Dependent, 2-Follower, 3-Partner, 4-Leader, 5-Resister
Rhythmic Ground
5
The rhythmic ground established a structure of this segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
3
Some rhythmic patterns were created.
Textural
3
There was a part-whole relationship among the instruments.
Volume
1
Volume existed without any specific movements.
Melody
3
The melody flowed with the rhythmic patterns.
Phrasing
2
Each sound followed each other.
JG Segment 4
Profile: Salience
1-Receding, 2-Conforming, 3-Contributing, 4-Controlling, 5-Overpowering
Musical Elements
Rate
Reasonings
Rhythmic Ground
2
The rhythmic ground contributed to the entirely of the sound, but it was less
significant than the segment 3.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
A variety of rhythmic patterns were created, losing close relationships to
others.
Textural
1
There were no significant role relationships.
Volume
1
Volume existed without any specific movements.
Melody
1
The melody existed without any specific movements.
Phrasing
1
Sounds did not fit together.
Profile: Integration
1-Undifferentiated, 2-Fused, 3-Integrated, 4-differentiated, 5-Overdifferentated
Rhythmic Ground
3
Mainly, the middle-sized drum maintained the rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Rhythmic patterns lost the relationships to each other.
Textural
4
A part-whole relationship was weak.
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Volume
1
All instruments were almost the same volume.
Melody
5
Melody was not integrated to the other rhythmic instruments.
Phrasing
5
All instruments appeared to fit into its own space.
Profile: Variability
1-Rigid, 2-Stable, 3-Variable, 4-Contrasting, 5-Random
Rhythmic Ground
1
The rhythmic ground was mainly created by the middle-sized drum, which did
not change remarkably.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Rhythmic patterns were random. Various patterns were just floating in space.
Textural
1
There was no change in texture.
Volume
1
There was no change in volume.
Melody
5
The melody was changing randomly.
Phrasing
1
I did not hear any remarkable phrasing.
Profile: Tension
1-Hypotense, 2-Calm, 3-Cyclic, 4-Tense, 5-Hypertense
Rhythmic Ground
1
There was no competition in the rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
2
Each rhythmic pattern existed without competing with each other. There was
no particular tension.
Textural
1
There was no competition in texture.
Volume
1
There was no competition in volume.
Melody
2
The melody was not competing with any other sounds.
Phrasing
1
There was no competition in phrasing.
Profile: Congruence
1-Uncommitted, 2-Congruent, 3-Centered, 4-Incongruent, 5-Polarized
Rhythmic Grounds
1
There were some relationships with other rhythm patterns, but it was not
significant.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
There were few rhythmic patterns relationships to each other.
Textural
5
There were no part-whole relationships.
Volume
1
Volume existed without any specific movements.
Melody
4
The melody was just floating in space.
Phrasing
1
There was no significance.
Profile: Autonomy
1-Dependent, 2-Follower, 3-Partner, 4-Leader, 5-Resister
Rhythmic Ground
3
The rhythmic ground was making a certain structure by itself.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
All instruments were creating their own rhythmic and melodic patterns.
Textural
1
Texture existed without any specific movements.
Volume
1
Volume existed without any specific movements.
Melody
5
There was some influence from the rhythmic ground, but it was not
remarkable.
Phrasing
1
Phrasing existed without any specific movements.
JG Segment 5
Profile: Salience
1-Receding, 2-Conforming, 3-Contributing, 4-Controlling, 5-Overpowering
Musical Elements
Rate
Reasonings
Rhythmic Ground
1
The rhythmic ground existed, but it was becoming less important than before.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
The rhythmic patterns mainly drove the sound mass.
Textural
5
There were some competitions, incongruence, and gathering, which drove the
sound mass.
Volume
4
The volume change supported to drive the congruence.
Melody
3
The melody was controlling the sound mass at some moments.
Phrasing
4
The rhythmic energy and intensity were together in the melody and the
rhythm.
Profile: Integration
1-Undifferentiated, 2-Fused, 3-Integrated, 4-differentiated, 5-Overdifferentated
Rhythmic Ground
1
The rhythmic ground was repeatedly fused, but it was not integrated most of
time.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Various rhythmic patterns emerged, instead of fitting with each other.
Textural
5
There were less roles and relationships, which previously existed.
Volume
4
The volume was not integrated remarkably.
Melody
5
The melody did not fit, but it just flowed freely.
Phrasing
4
Comparing to the melody, sometimes the rhythm was following the melody.
Profile: Variability
1-Rigid, 2-Stable, 3-Variable, 4-Contrasting, 5-Random
Rhythmic Ground
4
The rhythmic ground changed its shape several times.
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Rhythmic figures/patterns
Textural

5
5

Each rhythmic pattern was randomly changed.
There were various changes of roles and relationships among the instruments.
Some rhythmic patterns were shared with others, and they were soon
separated.
The volume among each instrument changed several times.
The melody changed, going up and down the scale.
The melody and the rhythm combinations were changed several times.

Volume
3
Melody
5
Phrasing
4
Profile: Tension
1-Hypotense, 2-Calm, 3-Cyclic, 4-Tense, 5-Hypertense
Rhythmic Ground
1
There was no tension in pulses.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Various rhythmic patterns were created, and those were competing with each
other.
Textural
5
Each sound did not fit with each other remarkably.
Volume
3
Some volume competed to each other, but it was not remarkable.
Melody
3
The melody created some tension also solved its tension by varying the
melodic line and taking some musical rest.
Phrasing
5
The melody and rhythm did not quite fit most of time.
Profile: Congruence
1-Uncommitted, 2-Congruent, 3-Centered, 4-Incongruent, 5-Polarized
Rhythmic Ground
1
The rhythmic ground existed, but it was less congruent than before.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Rhythmic patterns were not congruent.
Textural
4
There were less role functions. In terms of tension, it was moderately
congruent.
Volume
2
Some instruments shared the same volume intensity, and some did not.
Melody
5
In terms of tension, the melody was congruent. Relationships with other
instruments were not remarkable congruent.
Phrasing
4
The melody and the rhythm fit together for short time of periods.
Profile: Autonomy
1-Dependent, 2-Follower, 3-Partner, 4-Leader, 5-Resister
Rhythmic Ground
1
The rhythmic ground existed without any specific movement. It appeared that
no instruments focused on trying to create rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Some instruments were influenced by each other, but most of them created
their own patterns freely.
Textural
5
There were less roles of the relationship with others in terms of texture.
Volume
2
Some volume of instruments changed by itself, but most of them existed
without any specific movements.
Melody
5
Mostly, the melody had a great freedom.
Phrasing
4
There were few relationships between the melody and the rhythm. They were
not consistent in intensity. There were also some moments that the rhythmic
instruments matched with the melodic rhythm by the metallophone.
JG Segment 6
Profile: Salience
1-Receding, 2-Conforming, 3-Contributing, 4-Controlling, 5-Overpowering
Musical Elements
Rate
Reasonings
Rhythmic Ground
2
The subdivisions mainly created by the tambourine from the middle of this
segment. Although the rhythmic ground supported to drive the sound mass, it
was not a major force to drive the sound.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Various off beats sounded to drive the sound mass.
Textural
5
Each sound was trying to establish their own space.
Volume
5
The volume increased and decreased.
Melody
1
The melody existed without any specific movements, and it did not drive the
sound mass significantly.
Phrasing
1
Towards the end of this segment, although some segments were created, it was
not remarkable.
Profile: Integration
1-Undifferentiated, 2-Fused, 3-Integrated, 4-differentiated, 5-Overdifferentated
Rhythmic Ground
5
There was some rhythmic ground, but it was not integrated much.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Some rhythmic patterns had relationships to each other.
Textural
5
Most sounds found their own space.
Volume
3
Some volumes fit with the others, and some of them did not quite fit in the
sound mass.
Melody
5
There were some integrations, but the melody was moving independently.
Phrasing
5
There were some relationships between the melody and the rhythmic
instruments, but it was not remarkable.
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Profile: Variability
1-Rigid, 2-Stable, 3-Variable, 4-Contrasting, 5-Random
Rhythmic Ground
4
The rhythmic ground changed, and sometimes the function became weak in
this segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Each of rhythmic patterns changed, looking for their own space.
Textural
5
Each of rhythmic instruments and the melodic instrument appeared to be
looking for their own space and sound.
Volume
3
The volume changed, but it went along with others frequently.
Melody
5
The melody randomly changed.
Phrasing
5
The melody and rhythm were not quite fit together but random.
Profile: Tension
1-Hypotense, 2-Calm, 3-Cyclic, 4-Tense, 5-Hypertense
Rhythmic Ground
4
The rhythmic ground disappeared and was re-created. Some instruments were
trying to establish their own rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Rhythmic patterns of each instrument were competing to find their own space.
Textural
5
Each instrument was trying to establish its own space.
Volume
3
The change of volume gave a feeling of tension, but it was not remarkable in
this segment.
Melody
4
The melody also built some musical tension by playing glissando and
subdivided notes.
Phrasing
5
A part-whole relationship did not exist here, but all sounds were almost
equally competing.
Profile: Congruence
1-Uncommitted, 2-Congruent, 3-Centered, 4-Incongruent, 5-Polarized
Rhythmic Ground
5
There was no congruent in the rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Some rhythmic patterns were congruent in terms of tension.
Textural
5
Each sound was not operative in harmony.
Volume
3
There were different sound intensities in each sound.
Melody
5
Melodic tension and contour were not congruent in a significant way.
Phrasing
5
There were no harmonic feelings in the combination of the melody and the
rhythmic instruments in a significant way.
Profile: Autonomy
1-Dependent, 2-Follower, 3-Partner, 4-Leader, 5-Resister
Rhythmic Ground
3
Some instruments were trying to establish their own rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
5
Each sound played freely.
Textural
5
They appeared to focus on creating their own sound and space, instead of
making role relationships.
Volume
3
The volume was changed according to the mass sound, and sometimes each
instrument changed sound intensity by itself.
Melody
5
Although the melody sometimes matched with the rhythmic patterns, it was
mainly played freely.
Phrasing
1
The phrases existed without any specific movements.
JG Segment 7
Profile: Salience
1-Receding, 2-Conforming, 3-Contributing, 4-Controlling, 5-Overpowering
Musical Elements
Rate
Reasonings
Rhythmic Ground
5
The rhythmic ground was strongly controlling the sound mass again.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
3
Some rhythmic patterns drove the sound mass several times.
Textural
4
Each instrument had roles in this segment.
Volume
1
The volume did not drive the sound.
Melody
1
The melody was floating on its own.
Phrasing
1
Phrasing existed without any specific movements.
Profile: Integration
1-Undifferentiated, 2-Fused, 3-Integrated, 4-differentiated, 5-Overdifferentated
Rhythmic Ground
2
Some instruments, particularly the tambourine, created solid rhythmic ground,
and the middle-sized drum supported the rhythmic ground by playing the
subdivision of the rhythm.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
3
Particularly, the metallophone created rhythmic patterns.
Textural
3
There were different kinds of rhythmic figure-ground and soloaccompaniment relationships.
Volume
4
There was a hierarchy in volume, the tambourine, metallophone-the middlesized drum, the gourd shaker, and the maraca.
Melody
5
The melody was floating without remarkably integrating with other sounds.
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Phrasing
5
The flow of energy between the rhythm and the melody was different.
Profile: Variability
1-Rigid, 2-Stable, 3-Variable, 4-Contrasting, 5-Random
Rhythmic Ground
1
There was a change in tempo, but the rhythmic ground was solid in this
segment.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
The metallophone and the middle-sized drum changed their rhythmic patterns.
Textural
1
A relationship among the instruments did not change remarkably.
Volume
1
The volume stayed the same.
Melody
5
The melody kept changing in this segment.
Phrasing
1
A relationship between the rhythmic elements and the melody did not change
remarkably.
Profile: Tension
1-Hypotense, 2-Calm, 3-Cyclic, 4-Tense, 5-Hypertense
Rhythmic Ground
5
There was tension to maintain the rhythmic ground.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
3
There were some competitions among the instruments.
Textural
3
Relationships, rhythmic patterns, the rhythmic grounds, and the melody did
not change. The rhythmic patterns and the rhythmic ground had unequal sound
intensity.
Volume
2
There was some tension in the sound which led to create the rhythmic ground.
Melody
1
The melody was played freely.
Phrasing
3
There were some unequal tensions among the instruments.
Profile: Congruence
1-Uncommitted, 2-Congruent, 3-Centered, 4-Incongruent, 5-Polarized
Rhythmic Grounds
1
There were some incongruent rhythmic patterns, but mostly those fell in the
basic/subdivision pulses.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
3
Some rhythmic patterns were random, but most of them fell into the rhythmic
ground structure.
Textural
1
Role relationships stayed the same in this segment.
Volume
4
There were roughly three groups in volume, the tambourine-the middle-sized
drum, the gourd shaker-maraca, and the metallophone.
Melody
5
The melody was not congruent with the other sound mass created by the
rhythmic instruments.
Phrasing
4
There was unequal tension between the melody and the rhythm. The rhythmic
instruments were more intense than the melody.
Profile: Autonomy
1-Dependent, 2-Follower, 3-Partner, 4-Leader, 5-Resister
Rhythmic Ground
5
The rhythmic ground was maintained in this segment and greatly controlled
the sound mass. It also changed the tempo without any remarkable external
influences.
Rhythmic figures/patterns
4
Some rhythmic patterns were created randomly.
Textural
2
There was some influence by texture, particularly the rhythmic ground and the
melody in texture.
Volume
1
Volume existed without any specific movements.
Melody
5
The melody was free from other instrumental sounds.
Phrasing
1
Phrasing existed without any specific movements. The energy level of the
melody and the rhythm were often separated.
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Appendix C
Terms of RepGrid
(Abrams, 2007; Abrams & Meadows, 2005)
Construct

Continua of contrasting characteristics.

Element

The items with characteristics specified by constructs.

Construction

A structural, mathematical representation of the relationship
between all elements and constructs within a given domain of
inquiry.

Display

A visual matrix of numerical values representing a construction of
elements rated along a common set of constructs.

Focus Cluster

A diagram representing the degree to which the numerical profiles
of grid constructs match other grid constructs, and grid elements
match other grid elements.

PrinGrid
(Principal Grid)

A diagram that represents the processed grid construction in the
form of two-dimensional, spatial diagram, expressing the relative
interrelationship among all constructs and elements simultaneously.
Relative weights of constructs within a
Loading
given component.
A mathematical expression of data
variance within a given grid, each
representing a certain amount of total
variance (the first representing the greatest
Principal Component share of total variance, oriented along the
horizontal axis on the PrinGrid diagram;
the second representing the second greatest
share of total variance, oriented along the
vertical axis on the PrinGrid diagram).

Meta-Component

General properties of a grid, based upon
the collective, spatial properties of a grid as
displayed on PrinGrid, across, multiple
components.
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Appendix D
Post Session Interview Full Texts
American Group Interview
1. How was your experience playing/making music freely in the group?
• It was soothing because there were no rules and the sound was nice. I was facing a lot of
situations especially as a music major student. Sometimes making music in a group can be
stressful, and I feel a lot of pressure to [perform] be amazing.
• We were listening to each other.
• The lack of order of the music incredibly stressed me out.
• It was easy for me because I did not need to think about if I was playing any wrong notes and
rhythm. It was not overpowering, but it was very free for me.
• Instead of following order, I decided to feel and explore what sound I could make. Hearing the
sound, I gravitated towards the music, and tried to fill in part to part.
• I released boundaries of order to focus on what I could do in the room space.
• Letting these expectations go was fun. Doing my own things [playing the instrument] was
enjoyable.
2. What motivated you to play music in the group?
• It was a boring instrument. It was out of curiosity to play the instrument to see what it sounded
like. It was fired, whatever I did.
• I just did it to see what would happen because I never played that instrument before.
• I personally felt peer pressure.
• Reaching out towards the end, everyone dying off playing, and everyone stopped playing. So, I
[thought that I] should probably stop playing.
3. What did you emphasize in the group music?
• There was nothing to emphasize because there were no rules.
• We were kind of listening to each other and trying to fit within each other. If somebody was
playing a specific rhythm, I would do it.
• With percussion instruments, we were trying to play together at different points.
4. How was your experience in terms of self-expression in the group of music?
• I felt like it was comfortable with a sense that anyone outside were not listening to us. It was
just us.
• Usually, music has a conductor or director listening to you and telling what to do and what they
want. It was good experience being able to just make music.
• Because of an instrument (maraca) I chose, I tried to find other ways to use it. There was no
[way] I could play other than just shaking it. I tried to figure it out, and it stressed to me.
• It was a different sound, and it was very free to me just like flying.
• The sound was like atmospheric, and I was thinking about things going on in my life, playing
this rhythm correctly in my brain.
5. How was your experience in terms of interrelationship in the group of music?
• I felt that everyone did what they wanted to.
• I liked to set my own expectation, thinking let’s see what I can do. That helped a lot. Hearing
the sound but not judging the sound—this is their sound, and this is my sound.
6. Any other comments or feedback.
• We are all singers but not percussionists.
• Great experience.
• I was interested in the level of connections that we had to each other in this setting. We had to
listen, and I had to be aware of what people around me were doing.
• We were looking at each other a few times.
• We were focusing on the instruments and music.
• It (would be) a different feeling if (we) had a conductor. (In a general ensemble,) you are really
focusing on a conductor and focusing on your part. We are listening to the ensemble, and you
are focusing on your specific job to do. If you don’t do the job, other (ensemble members)
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would think that you don’t get the note right. Whereas, (playing in this group), we were not
worried because there was no way you were wrong. It was hard to mess up in this [music
group]. Because we did not have a leader, and we did not have specific job, we were just
making music. So, it was easier like, what she was doing over there, and I was doing this.
Japanese Group Interview [Original Japanese texts were translated into English]
1. How was your experience playing/making music freely in the group?
• I was shy at the beginning and was not sure if I was doing ok. I tried to imitate other’s playing.
I began thinking halfway through, “anyway I may as well do this for now.”
• I tried to not match with others and played as I liked.
• I felt that it was difficult because we were told to play “freely.” Having a music score and being
told to match with others would be easier.
• I would be able to settle down to play without being shy if I had directions to follow and was
told “play as it indicates.” Then, I could find out if (what I was doing) was correct or not.
• The most difficult thing was to play “freely.”
• I was concentrating only on my instrument.
• I sometimes glanced at what other people were doing.
• Sometimes, I felt like a person next to me slightly shifting her body toward me and thought that
she was giving me a message to match with her playing.
• Because it was hard to hear my own instrument in the group playing, I needed to put my effort
on listening to myself.
• I found that one of the participants was gazing at my maraca.
2. What motivated you to play music in this group?
• When I heard someone’s rhythm, I was tempted to match with it. Then the thought gradually
disappeared.
• I changed the tempo of playing the middle-sized drum out of my curiosity to see if something
would happen in our sound. Then, I found nothing happened, which made me feel at ease.
• Because of a sound characteristic of the middle-sized drum, I thought the group sound was
often gravitated toward that.
• The drum sound was the most perceivable at most, and the tambourine and maraca sounds were
the least.
3. What did you emphasize in the group music?
• I tried to make own sound and did not stop playing.
• Sometimes I took a rest of playing, then thought everyone was playing hard.
• Although I tried to defeat the drum sound in volume, I could not exaggerate my sound because
that drum sound was loudly resonated. Then, I found that I would not be able to defeat it.
4. How was your experience in terms of self-expression in the group of music?
• I tried to make various rhythmic patterns.
• Although my instrument sound would not be able to defeat sound of the middle-sized drum, I
might as well make sound, too. If the drum was not in the group, it would make a huge
difference, and the group sound would be quieter. The drum was very important.
• The drum sound encouraged me to play.
• When the drum sound was grooving on, I was thinking, “Go! Go!”
•
If there was no drum, I might not have played hard.
• When I heard the resonated heavy bass sound created by the drum, I felt like playing more.
• (A participant who played the middle-sized drum) I sometimes tried to play in different ways,
such as drum rolls and having some intervals. Also, I tried to explore to make different timbre
by beating different parts of the drum because I wanted to make some change. I am not sure if
that influenced on the group sound. It probably did; rhythmic patterns influenced on the group
sound.
5. How was your experience in terms of interrelationship in the group of music?
• The middle-sized drum was leading the group sound. I tried to match the drum sound. If the
drum stopped playing, the entire group sound probably would have stopped.
6. Any other comments or feedback.
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•
•
•
•
•

Since it was a rare experience for me to play music and make sound with a percussion
instrument, I felt it was extraordinary.
As I was presented with this situation, I thought that I might as well play it, and I was thinking
about how to make good sound.
I was wondering what the right way was to play the maraca.
I was wondering if people from other countries had the same situation; they might play it by ear
or with eye contact. They might be in the spur of the moment and might start dancing as well.
I was wondering if it was ok to stand up and play the maraca. It might be different if we played
music as we were standing. It might be different if we were told to move freely. But at the same
time, I am not sure if we could do it as Japanese people. Even if we stood up, I guess that we
would not move out from where we were sitting [now].
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